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Aerial image of Hackney Wick and Fish
Island, 2012
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1 VISION
The vision for Hackney Wick and Fish Island is of a creative quarter to live, work and visit
that innovates while building on its unique industrial history and authentic sense of place.

Hackney Wick and Fish Island is
a special place. It is strategically
located within London, between
the commercially and culturally
vibrant East End and the new Queen
Elizabeth Olympic Park (QEOP),
supported by excellent transport links
and home to a rich industrial legacy.
While this industrial legacy witnessed
innovations in rubber, plastics,
petrol and confectionary, the area
assumed an island character due to
the influence of canals, railway lines
and major road infrastructure. Until
the Second World War, it was a place
to both live and work, but the rows of
terraced houses have disappeared
with the traditional industry and its
built fabric.
What remains is a heritage of
attractive factory buildings and
waterways lined with greenery.
Not only is this legacy historically
precious, but it is a valuable asset
when planning the future of Hackney
Wick and Fish Island. The past three
decades has seen the reemergence
of creative industry and artistic
activity with a growing number of
small and medium sized businesses
and over 600 studios locating within
the area. This functions successfully
alongside more heavier industries
and pockets of recently built housing.
This context provides a significant
opportunity for change in the
built environment – including the
redevelopment of under used
and empty sites, the creation of
a more connected and legible
place, the retention and restoration
of an industrial heritage and the

introduction of a sustainable and
complementary mix of uses.
The success of the London 2012
Olympic and Paralympic Games,
and its evolving legacy, reinforces
the rationale for growing a mixed and
balanced community at Hackney
Wick and Fish Island where people
can live, work and visit, integrate
with its hinterland and benefit from
the area’s existing environmental
and cultural qualities. The future
for the area is not a dormitory
suburb characterised up of blocks
of flats. Change is necessary and
encouraged but Hackney Wick and
Fish Island should remain a place
of creative production and adaption
rather than simply consumption.
The vision is for heritage-led
regeneration. It is a vision that
nurtures a culture of creativity
and innovation as the keystone
for building future prosperity,
improving the local environment and
capitalising on its unique assets of:
• Strategic Location
• Proximity to Stratford Metropolitan
Centre

• A human scale environment
characterised by the combination
of historic yards and spaces and an
historic layout of streets
• A collection of robust and
adaptable pre and post war industrial
buildings
There is the opportunity for world
class, high quality contemporary
urban design and architecture to
knit the physical fabric of the area
back together and evolve the area’s
distinctive identity. Heritage buildings
and places will be used for creative
and industrial employment uses
alongside new developments that
bring more people and additional
jobs back to the area.
New housing and work places are
central to this. Revived and new
streets and spaces with ancillary
uses that include retail, a school,
culture and leisure will be joinedup by better links within the area
and improved connections to fastchanging east London including
the Queen Elizabeth Olympic
Park, Stratford, and the new
neighbourhoods to the east of the
River Lee Navigation.

•Proximity to Queen Elizabeth
Olympic Park
• An established and growing
economy based on small and
medium based enterprise and artistic
talent
• Extensive canal frontage

Underlying this vision is the
knowledge that Hackney Wick’s
authenticity must be safeguarded
if its special qualities are to be
maintained and their potential to add
value to its regeneration fully realised.

• A social and economically
influential industrial heritage

Hackney Wick & Fish Island Design & Planning Guidance
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1.2 OBJECTIVES

The vision statement above can be
broken down into the following nine
individual objectives that are set
within the LLDC’s overall aims

1. A vital, mixed-use
neighbourhood
To create an integrated, mixed-use
neighbourhood that is a dynamic
mix of private and affordable
residential, commercial and
affordable workspaces, leisure, retail,
entertainment and cultural uses that
are all set within a high quality public
realm and open spaces.

2. Improved connectivity
To improve local connections by
creating new and improved existing
routes to repair fragmented route
network. Building on the existing
street pattern to deliver a coherent
and legible movement network that
bridges internal barriers such as
waterways and that gives priority to
public transport, pedestrians and
cyclists. To improve links between
Hackney Wick, the surrounding
neighbourhoods, and to London
more widely.

3. A creative and productive future
To build on Hackney Wick’s
extraordinary legacy of innovation
and creativity by protecting the
area’s existing creative and light
industrial uses and nurturing new
and complementary employment
opportunities. This includes the
safeguarding of existing work spaces
and encouraging new, affordable
4

units.
4. Heritage-led regeneration
To recognise the value that retaining
existing buildings and urban fabric
bring to regeneration and to preserve
and enhance Hackney Wick’s
special character in order to ensure
that changes in the area reinforce
local distinctiveness and maintain
and grow the creative and other
productive employment uses that
are characteristic of the area. Where
this character has been eroded, new
developments should reintroduce
it and re-use heritage assets to
accommodate creative employment.

5. Local neighbourhood centre
To develop a multifunctional local
neighbourhood centre north and
south of the railway line around
Hackney Wick station. The centre
will be a meeting place at heart
of Hackney Wick and will see a
concentration of retail, service,
community and leisure uses together
with new residential and employment
opportunities set around new routes
and public places.

6. Build up on dispersed activity
clusters
Beyond the neighbourhood centre,
existing clusters of activity and
attractive historic fabric where
leisure, commercial, manufacturing
and creative uses activate the street
and public realm will be retained as
a series of distinctive ‘hot spots’ or
clusters of activity.

7. High quality urban design and
architecture
An ambitious approach to urban
design, architecture and landscape
design will be fostered that
celebrates and strengthens the areas
overall character and individual
heritage assets. High quality
materials, an appropriate scale and
exemplary design will be encouraged
that should build upon existing
typologies to produce world class
robust and sustainable developments
creating a fine grain of mixed-uses
and places able to adapt to future
city growth and change.

8. Defined and urban open spaces
To provide open, green, and amenity
spaces that contribute to the grain
and avoid perpetuating the current
loss of enclosure to the street pattern.
A series of smaller open spaces and
informal, pleasurable routes rather
than a single park will be created that
incorporate the industrial grain of the
area wherever possible.

9. Canalside renewal
To recognise the unique opportunity
that the waterside environment
offers for a wide range of uses and
to protect and enhance access to
the waterside and to preserve the
ecology, microclimate, distinctive
character and leisure potential of the
waterways themselves.
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Stratford City

1.3 STATUS OF GUIDANCE 1.4 DEVELOPMENT
CONTEXT
The London Legacy Development
Corporation (LLDC) became the
local planning authority for the
area in October 2012 and is in
the process of preparing a Local
Plan that will replace the London
Borough of Hackney and Tower
Hamlets’ existing Core Strategies
and Development Plan Documents,
including the Hackney Wick and
Fish Island Area Action Plans when
adopted in late 2014. The LLDC
commissioned this study to provide a
spatial interpretation of the planning
objectives and site allocations
adopted in the Area Action Plans,
and to provide an evidence base to
the preparation of the Local Plan.
The guidance has the potential to
be developed as a supplementary
planning document following
adoption of the Local Plan.
This document provides areaspecific guidance that builds upon
the adopted development plan
policy contained within the London
Plan (2011), the London Borough
of Hackney Core Strategy (2010)
and Hackney Wick Area Action Plan
(2012), and the London Borough of
Tower Hamlets Core Strategy (2010)
and Fish Island Area Action Plan
(2012), together with the guidance
contained in the Mayor’s Olympic
Legacy Supplementary Planning
Guidance (2012) and the National
Planning Policy Framework (2012).
Hackney Wick was a small, largely
agricultural settlement until the
arrival of the canals and railways
in the late 18th century and early
19th centuries. This infrastructure
encouraged industries – often

innovative but noxious ones such as
oil, dyes, plastic and printing – that
expanded rapidly in the area after
1878 and continued to prosper until
the Second World War when enemy
bombing followed by post-war slum
clearances marked the beginning
of the area’s decline into an isolated
backwater. This decline has only
been stemmed in recent decades
by its partial repopulation by creative
industries that have found new uses
for its old industrial structures and
yards.

The London 2012 Olympics saw the
transformation of the former industrial
land to the east of Hackney Wick
which will now be followed by the
development of the Queen Elizabeth
Olympic Park and its associated new
communities under the auspices of
the London Legacy Development
Corporation. The LLDC will now
manage the sustainable regeneration
of Hackney Wick and Fish Island
itself.
The purpose of this study is therefore
as follows:
• Identify constraints and
opportunities
• Develop land use arrangement
• Establish urban design principles

heritage assets which are identified
and elaborated upon below.

The emphasis is on heritage-led
regeneration, that will transform
the area into a vibrant, mixed-use
community where people can live
and work and where internal links
are improved and connections to the
surrounding area are improved.

In recent years east London has
become a creative hub for the
capital, with a number of prominent
artists and designers establishing
studios. This reflects the gradual
progression eastward of the creative
industries within London; from
Soho, to Shoreditch, to Dalston and
Bethnal Green and now further east
to Hackney Wick. Unfortunately the
gentrification of neighbourhoods that
such occupation often precipitates
means that these creative industries
typically become displaced as land
values are elevated. The ambition
for Hackney Wick is to ensure
sustainable redevelopment where
the very residents who positively
contribute to the character and value
of the neighbourhood remain rather
than being displaced elsewhere.
Critical to this is the provision of
affordable workspace.

This document is intended as an
armature for the area’s enhancement
through the provision of high quality
new development that is sensitive
to Hackney Wick’s positive qualities
including the area’s remaining
Hackney Wick & Fish Island Design & Planning Guidance
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1.5 POLICY CONTEXT
This document uses HWFI as an
umbrella term for the study area. This
consists of the area north and south
of Hackney Wick station together
with Fish Island – the area between
the Hertford Union Canal and the
Greenway. It is bounded to the east
by the Lea Navigation and to the
west by the A12. The wider Hackney
Wick area extends northwards
beyond the study area to include
Eastway and nearby housing estates
within Hackney and south of the
Greenway in Fish Island towards the
Old Ford neighbourhood of Tower
Hamlets.

This guidance is in line with national,
regional and local planning policy as
set out below:

National Planning Policy
The National Planning Policy
Framework (2012) sets out the
Government’s planning policies
for England, centred upon a
presumption in favour of sustainable
development. The NPPF identifies
12 core land-use planning principles
that should underpin both planmaking and decision-taking. The
preparation of this study has had
regard to the provisions of the NPPF
and is consistent with it.

Regional Planning Policy
London Plan
The London Plan (2011) is the
overall strategic plan for London,
setting out an integrated economic,
environmental, transport and social
framework for the development of
London over the next 20-25 years.
There are a range of policies that
are relevant to shaping the future
development of the area. Key
policies of specific note include:

Policy 2.4: The 2012 Games and
their legacy confirms that the
successful, viable and sustainable
regeneration of the Olympic Park
and its surrounding areas is the
Mayor’s highest regeneration policy.
It states that Olympic Legacy
8

Supplementary Planning Guidance
(OLSPG) will set out the Mayor’s
long-term vision for the Olympic Park
and surrounding areas, and should
be given maximum planning weight
when preparing Development Plan
documents and considering planning
applications within and outside the
Olympic Park.

Policy 2.17: Strategic Industrial
Locations sets out the Mayor’s
approach to promote, manage
and, where appropriate, protect
the strategic industrial locations
(SILs) designated in the Plan. Part
of Hackney Wick area is designated
as Industrial Business Park (IBP)
under policy 2.17, and lower Fish
Island (outside the study area) is
designated as Preferred Industrial
Location (PIL) and IBP.

Policy 7.9: Heritage-led regeneration
explains how regeneration schemes
should identify and make use of
heritage assets and reinforce the
qualities that make them significant
so they can help stimulate
environmental, economic and
community regeneration. The study
area is rich in industrial heritage that
should be preserved and enhanced,
and can inform new development to
reinforce local distinctiveness.

- Olympic Legacy Supplementary
Planning Guidance (OLSPG)

Development principles include:

of the north and mid-Fish Island SIL
designation

The OLSPG (2012) sets out policies
and detailed area guidance for the
Olympic Park and surrounding areas,
with section 3.5 focusing upon the
Hackney Wick and Fish Island subarea (which is broader than the study
area).

• Additional employment and
residential uses should respect and
sensitively respond to the area’s
historic buildings and character

• Improved connectivity and
transport to overcome barriers to
movement

The vision for the area in the OLSPG
is to create a vibrant new part of
east London that builds on the area’s
unique heritage, open space and
waterside character and Olympic
inheritance to create a diverse
range of new employment and
housing opportunities. The scale of
change envisaged is significant, with
160,000sqm of new and improved
employment space (90,000sqm of
which is IBC/MPC) and around 6,000
new homes, generating the need for
a new community facility.

Current chain of planning policy conformity

• Higher intensity development
should be focused around Hackney
Wick Station
• North and middle Fish Island have
the potential for managed transition
from industrial use to residential and
mixed uses, and should provide a
mix of creative, cultural and light
industrial premises
• New development should provide
or contribute to social infrastructure
• Providing for new and emerging
businesses in the creative and
cultural sectors and for small and
micro businesses

• Opportunities for new
developments to connect to the
wider energy network
• Existing yards and historic
buildings should be used to help
define the scale and form of new
development
• Development should preserve and
enhance the character, setting, scale
and urban grain of the area including
the industrial warehouses and other
heritage buildings within the area
• New local open spaces and access
to the canals should be provided
Analysis of the existing urban form

• Continuing discussion on release

Chain of planning policy conformity on adoption of Legacy
Corporation Local Plan
Hackney Wick & Fish Island Design & Planning Guidance
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suggests new development heights
of generally 4-6 storeys, with the
potential for taller buildings around
Hackney Wick Station.

Local Planning Policy
The study area extends across two
London boroughs.

• Existing industrial capacity will be
protected. Employment-led mixeduse is encouraged to meet industrial
needs and demands, intensifying
land use, raising densities, increasing
employment and which may enable
new uses to be incorporated
• New developments should provide
a range of employment space (type,
size, affordability) including ‘starter’
and ‘move on’ units for SMEs

Hackney Planning Policy

The London Borough of Hackney
Core Strategy (2010) sets out
strategic and spatial policies for the
area, and identifies Hackney Wick
as an ‘Other Industrial Area’ (OIA)
having the potential for employmentled, mixed-use development
that maximises Olympic Legacy
opportunities.

The Hackney Wick Area Action
Plan (2012) further articulates the
Core Strategy policies and OLSPG
Guidance into a more detailed spatial
planning framework for the area. A
key component of the HWAAP is
the identification of the area around
Hackney Wick station as a ‘Hub’.
This is a new heart for the area
incorporating retail, creative and
cultural industries, employment
and residential uses, guided by a
number of detailed Hub policies in
the HWAAP.

Across the AAP area (which extends
beyond the current study area) the
envisaged growth totals some 1,586
new homes and 134,336sqm of nonresidential floor space.

HW AAP Policy 06 (Land Use) –
similarly designates the area north
of railway as ‘Other Industrial Area’
where:

10

The policy notes that there is an
opportunity to build on existing
assets and enhance the cultural and
creative industries within this area.

The HWAAP recognises that Creative
and Cultural Industries (referred to as
creative industries in this document)
and SMEs will require floor-space
of an appropriate type, size, and
level of affordability, and that the
cost of achieving this will need to
be considered in relation to other
aspects of benefits demanded from
new development. Strategies to
provide affordable workspace for
these sectors will be investigated
with the LLDC as the lead partner.

Tower Hamlets Planning Policy
The London Borough of Tower
Hamlets Core Strategy (2010)
sets out strategic spatial planning
policy for the area, and identifies
the regeneration of Fish Island as
a Strategic Objective (S02), with
Medium Growth (1501-2500 new
housing units) envisaged over the
plan period (Fig 24) and achieved
through managed release of
Strategic Industrial Land (SP06).
Fish Island is also identified as an
area of search for new primary and
secondary school locations (SP07)
and the northern area adjacent to
Hackney Wick is identified as a
‘District Hub’ providing improved
connectivity to the wider public

transport network. A vision for Fish
Island is set out in an annexe to the
Core Strategy, promoting ‘A mixeduse, sustainable community offering
a unique place to live and work, right
next to the Olympic Park and within
walking distance of Stratford City.’

The Fish Island Area Action Plan
(2012) provides a detailed spatial
planning framework for the area
envisaging 3,000 new homes (with
substantial affordable and family
housing), new schools, open space
and health facilities, alongside
new and revitalised existing
business space totalling 175,000
sq m. It follows the Core Strategy’s
identification of four distinctive
elements to Fish Island – North, East,
Mid and South, with North and Mid
falling within the area of the present
study.

The AAP policies aim to: deliver
improved connections internally
and to neighbouring areas; promote
residentially led development in Fish
Island North and along the canal
frontages of Fish Island Mid; promote
mixed uses in Hackney Wick Hub
and Fish Island Mid; generally
to support existing businesses
including CCIs, through heritage-led
regeneration. Policy FI4.3 sets out
the approach to redevelopment of
former industrial land for new mixeduse development and the criteria to
be applied, including maintaining or
increasing employment densities.

Policy FI4.4: Protecting and
enhancing CCIs and SMEs
encourages the use of older
industrial buildings for flexible and
managed workspace, suitable for
small businesses and CCIs and
requires that new development
should provide appropriate floorspace for CCIs and SMEs. The type
of new development promoted in

Fish Island North is mixed-use and
of 4-6 storeys in height, whereas in
Fish Island Mid a medium density
residential led mixed-use character
is promoted with prevailing heights
of 4-6 storeys, and with high levels of
family housing. A capacity for 2,350
new residential units across the two
areas is stated, and a series of new
community facilities, including new
open space provision, is required.

LDF

Local Development Framework
Hackney Wick Area Action Plan
Adopted September 2012
Local Plan

PJ48753

FISH ISLAND
AREA ACTION PLAN
Adopted
SEPTEMBER 2012

Top: Hackney Wick Area Action Plan
(adopted 2012)
Bottom: Tower Hamlet’s Fish Island Area
Action Plan (adopted 2012)
Hackney Wick & Fish Island Design & Planning Guidance
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2.0 BASELINE ANALYSIS

2.1 PHYSICAL CONTEXT

Hackney Wick today is very much
an enclave in wider east London.
It is bounded by infrastructure –
roads, rail and waterways and the
main sewer under the Greenway
– that have helped form its insular
character, by creating a barrier with
few existing links to surrounding
areas.

East beyond the Lea Navigation
are the major open spaces and
emerging communities of Queen
Elizabeth Olympic Park, the major
retail and transport hub at Stratford,
and the older east London residential
districts of Leyton and Newham.

However, Hackney Wick is also in a
pivotal location. It forms part of the
north-south axis of the Lea Valley, a
territory of mainly open land, water
bodies and industrial sites that reach
from the outer edge of London,
through Enfield, down to the River
Thames at Leamouth. Immediately
to the south and south-east are
Old Ford (with Bow and Bromleyby-Bow to the south of that) and,
across the A12, the Roman Road
neighbourhood and historic Victoria
Park.

To the north of Victoria Park and
the Hackney Wick area are more
extensive residential neighbourhoods
within Hackney that are now rapidly
gentrifying including Lower Clapton
and Homerton, Hackney town centre
and Dalston further to the west.
Further afield, Hackney Wick is in
the hinterland of the City of London,
Shoreditch, Bethnal Green, Mile End
and Canary Wharf.

Opposite: View looking north-west from
Hackney Wick station
Hackney Wick & Fish Island Design & Planning Guidance
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2.2 ACCESS & MOVEMENT

External connections and
movement

Hackney Wick’s connectivity
and movement challenges are
documented comprehensively in the
adopted Hackney Wick AAP and the
Fish Island AAP.

Historically the railway, (both the
existing London Overground through
Hackney Wick station and a branch
which ran north-south where the A12
is today) and the canal, provided the
efficient transport of goods in and out
of the area and the A12 continues to
be essential to serving industrial and
distribution activity in the area.

At present the A12 provides wider
connectivity for industries based
in HWFI, but it is also the most
fundamental barrier to connectivity.
It is a major, partly elevated, urban
motorway that is several lanes wide.
While there are places to cross to the
established communities in Bow and
Roman Road, the connections that
do exist such as the two pedestrian/
cycle bridges at Crown Close and
the Wick Lane/A12 junction are of
poor quality and do not encourage
easy or safe walking and cycling
journeys, especially after dark. This
is despite improvements to the fabric
of the existing crossings and bridge
landings undertaken in 2011 -12. The
quality of the existing connections
is largely a legacy of the mainly
industrial character of the area. Bus

routes are constrained within the
study area, and whilst Hackney Wick
Overground station provides very
good connectivity to the London
Transport network, the station itself
has limited connections to the wider
study area. Proposals for a subway
connection below the station and
a more focused, transport oriented
development would improve access
to platform level.

this bridge will be dependent on its
detailed design and sufficient access
being provided from the towpath.

Improved connectivity to the east
has been delivered as part of the
Olympic Park-related infrastructure.
This includes the reinstatement of
the footpath on the eastern side of
the Lee Navigation from the railway
bridge at Hackney Wick to Eastway
and works to the canal bridge at
White Post Lane. It also includes
three new bridges across the Lee
Navigation dedicated to pedestrians
and cyclists:

White Post Lane Bridge provides
the major vehicle and pedestrian
connection into the Park, connecting
directly through Hackney Wick to
Carpenters Rd .

- The Wallis Road pedestrian
and cycle bridge across the Lee
Navigation at the eastern end of
Wallis Road, providing access to the
Olympic Park and the Creative Media
City. It is due to open in late 2013.

- The Gainsborough Bridge (north
of the study area); a pedestrian and
cycle bridge linking Gainsborough
School and local residents to the new
Gainsborough playing fields, Queen
Elizabeth Olympic Park and other
legacy uses (also opening late 2013).
The level of access provided by

- An additional pedestrian and cycle
bridge is being created that links the
towpath on the east side of the Lea
Navigation with Monier Road in Fish
Island. To be upgraded to a vehicular
bridge in the long-term

In addition, there are low-key but
potentially important pedestrian and
cycle links across the Lea Navigation
at Old Ford Lock (then north and
south along the towpath) and along
the elevated Greenway. This bridge
leads to the heart of the Queen
Elizabeth Olympic Park and the
Pudding Mill Lane DLR station but
is only readily reached from the Fish
Island area of Hackney Wick by a
flight of steps or via the lockgates.

The constraints of cost and
topography limit what is feasible in
improving the severed connections
to the rest of London. It should also
be noted, however, that despite some
disadvantages, this severance does
have value in defining the special,
island character of the area.

Hackney Wick & Fish Island Design & Planning Guidance
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To Hackney Marshes,
Lee Valley

To Hackney Central,
Stoke Newington

Existing Access & Movements
Defined Area Boundary
Public Pedestrian Access
Vehicular Access
London Overground
Bus Route 276
Bus Route 488
Bus Stop
Key Cycle Route

To Homerton,
Dalston Junction

Hackney Wick
Station
To Stratford
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Highbury &islington

Victoria Park

To Islington,
Camden
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Internal connections and
movement

Internal severance by rail and canal
has produced a street pattern of culde-sacs which is traffic dominated
and, at times, hostile to pedestrians
and cyclists.

Within Hackney Wick itself, the street
network is divided into three zones:
1. Wallis Road and Felstead
Street, north of the elevated eastwest London Overground railway
line. Wallis Rd links to the Queen
Elizabeth Olympic Park to the east
via a pedestrian bridge
2. South of the railway and north
of the Hertford Union Canal (HUC)
is White Post Lane connecting at
the west to Chapman Road and
north to Wallis Road (via a bridge
under the railway) and the streets
off it. White Post Lane provide
vehicle, pedestrian and cycle links
to Stratford via Carpenters Rd to the
east, which runs through the Queen
Elizabeth Olympic Park.
3. The streets of Fish Island south
of the HUC form a loose grid
connecting to Wansbeck Road
at their west. The northern part of
this grid is a legacy of the terraces
of housing that once stood here.
Dace Road, just north of the
Greenway, is the spine of a cluster
of surviving industrial buildings and
reaches a dead end at Old Ford
Lock (pedestrians and cyclists can
continue east over the lock).

There is a pedestrian and cycle
bridge over the HUC at Omega
Wharf but this connects to a tortuous
route around the towpath north of
the junction of the HUC and the Lea
Navigation. West of this bridge, the
bottom lock of the HUC is not as
substantial a structure as Old Ford
Lock and does not, at present, offer
a reliable pedestrian link.
A particular feature of Hackney
Wick are the yards around which
industrial buildings are clustered.
Some of these are extensions of the
roadway (such as Main Yard) while
others are gated enclaves (the gates
generally remain open). Sometimes,
as at Queens Yard, these provide
informal secondary pedestrian routes
through the area. The yard typology
is discussed in more detail in section
2.5.

Emerging proposed public transport
improvements include:
• Upgrade of Hackney Wick Station
to provide better access to the
platform level from the surrounding
street network.
• New bus stops and extended bus
routes to the station. The locations
of the bus stops will be determined
through further consultation with TFL
and London Buses. In addition, the
Eastway Bridge improvements will
provide exclusive, two-way, east-west
access for buses to extend services
to Stratford.
• The changes around the station will
include improvements for pedestrians
and cyclists at the junction of Wick
Road and Chapman Road and the
inclusion of cycle parking within the
station redevelopment.

Public Transport

Parking

Access to Hackney Wick has been
substantially improved by upgrades
to the operation of the London
Overground services, including
increased frequency and improved
carriage capacity. The station is
located between Hackney Wick
North and South, and provides
excellent connectivity into Stratford
Station and central London.

A Controlled Parking Zone (Zone K)
was introduced in January 2011. The
CPZ encompasses the entire area to
facilitate the safe movement of traffic,
pedestrians and cyclists.

The result of this fragmented
street pattern that there are limited
opportunities to travel in direct northsouth desire lines. Large industrial
sites located adjacent to the canal
(e.g. north of Wyke Road and
south of Trego Road) also reduce
permeability and restrict movement
through the area.
Above: Current access ramp to Hackney Wick Station
Hackney Wick & Fish Island Design & Planning Guidance
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Existing Challenges & Opportunities
Canals
Existing Trees
A12
Railway
Greenway (Northern Outfall Sewer Below)
Pedestrian / Cycle Towpath

Pedestrian Access Into Area
Vehicular Access Into Area

Shops
Restaurants / Cafes
Assembly & Leisure / Local
Institutions
Buildings Of Townscape Merit and
buildings contributing to the setting of the
Fish Island conservation area
Existing Locally Listed Buildings

Flooding Area Without Defences
Flooding Area With Defences
Extent Of Extreme Flood

Above: Natural assets with connectivity constraints;
Hertford Union Canal Lock
Below: Heritage Asset; Algha Works
Hackney Wick & Fish Island Design & Planning Guidance
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2.3 LAND USE

This section gives a broad overview
of current land uses from north to
south and then makes a detailed
analysis of the relationship between
use, form and grain in a number
of specific locations. In short, the
predominant uses across Hackney
Wick have moved from the original
heavy and noxious industries to a
positive and vibrant mix of smallscale industrial, creative and fine-art
studios with some retail and A3 uses
as well as the negative presence of
many empty or under-used postindustrial sites.

Overview
Immediately to the north of the study
is a series of interconnected but
distinct residential neighbourhoods.

The area surrounding Hackney Wick
station (north of the railway-line and
south to the Hertford Union Canal) is
predominately an employment area
and includes manufacturing and
distribution warehouses, artist and
artisan studios, art galleries, a theatre
(in Queens Yard), production facilities
and scrap and recycling yards as
well as many derelict sites, one of
which has been used as a skate
park.

There is also a strip of mixed retail
and café outlets along Felstead
Street, the Hackney Pearl on Prince
Edward Road, a ‘corner shop’
on Wallis Road and an empty
public house, the Lord Napier, on
20

White Post Lane. There are also a
substantial number of live-work units
in Oslo House and a small cul-desac of bungalows on the north side
of White Post Lane (entered from
Chapman Road). The McGrath waste
plant running along the north side
of the HUC is currently the most
substantial single activity remaining
in the area.

South of the HUC, the land use is
primarily industrial with aggregate
yards, a slaughterhouse, a
warehouse church, and artist and
artisan studios – especially clustered
along Dace Road. There are a
number of live-work developments,
including two recent projects;
the Omega Works at the junction
of the Hertford Union Canal and
Lea Navigation (largely used as
residential) and the Iron Works
on Dace Road. There is also a
substantial amount of vacant land
including the site south of the
Forman’s Fish Island building (which
also has events spaces).

There is a significant amount of
historic industrial fabric remaining in
Hackney Wick (see section 2.4) that
was purpose-built to accommodate
specific processes but has been
adapted to new uses since. Many of
these remain in clusters around yards
with buildings of different types,
scale and size.

This relationship between the built
fabric and those original uses gives
a particular character to the urban
grain and block structures. However,
none of the buildings retain their
original use. Records show that many
of the buildings have been used for
a variety of purposes, leading up
to today’s mix of large and smallscale manufacturing activity, art
studios (with some live-work) evident
today. This evidence of adaptability
demonstrates the enduring capacity
of these buildings to accommodate
change to a variety of productive and
creative uses and their important role
in the recovery of the area from postindustrial dereliction

These clusters deliver vibrant
territories shared between public,
private and commercial activity.
Conversely there are also examples
of land use and development, both
residential and industrial (most
of which date from the last 20
years) that have had a negative
impact on the urban grain of the
neighbourhood. Omega Wharf and
419 Wick Lane Wharf being cases in
point.

Industrial Land
Hackney Wick is one of a limited
number of areas in this part of
London with a concentration of heavy
and other industrial uses which
include:

• Wholesale & retail trades (including
motor repair)
• Storage and distribution

recognised that they are also
frequently of strategic importance in
the wider local economy. Decline of
industry in the area has also been
compounded by the disruption
resulting from the relocation of
businesses formerly located on
the Olympic site, the uncertainty of
the Olympic period, and by underinvestment by existing industrial site
landowners with a view to potential
redevelopment at a later date.

• Publishing and printing
• Waste recycling
• Construction
• Food and beverage processing

It is evident there is a decline in
some of these traditional inner-urban
industries such as printing and
many of the remaining industries
in Hackney Wick may be of low
economic value but it should be

However, the Tower Hamlets Spatial
Economy Study shows that many
of the existing firms within Hackney
Wick are sustainable; they benefit
from good transport links and, in
addition to the waste and recycling
industries that service the wider
London area, there are firms that
are part of the supply chains for the
City and Canary Wharf, providing
services or goods with a short shelf
life.

Industrial land use along the Hertford Union Canal
Hackney Wick & Fish Island Design & Planning Guidance
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Creative Industries*
Hackney Wick has an unusually
high density of studio-based fine
artists and designer makers that
have re-purposed vacant industrial
buildings. A study in 2008 showed
600 artists studios that range from
internationally recognized late career
artists alongside younger generation
artists like Paul Noble, Jake and
Dinos Chapman, and Gavin Turk,
together with an emerging tier of
recent graduates.

Artists’ studios have been
established in Hackney Wick since
the 1980s and their increased
density of recent years is a
consequence of the loss of former
post-industrial buildings on the
Olympic site, with artists moving
to Hackney Wick because of the
availability of space and low rents.
However the vulnerability of studio
space to both rising land values
and the changing demographic of
the neighbourhood is evident and
recognised, and a proportion of
studios are run by organisations
who have established economic
and management models to secure
leases with mid- to long-term
affordable rents. The Arts Council
has just allocated £1.2 million to
Space Studios for the upkeep of
the studios it manages, a significant
proportion of which will be spent on
the studios clustered around Dace
Road.

Hackney Wick’s established niche
of fine art studios has also grown to
become a more diverse environment
that includes more commercial
forms of creative practice. These
clusters are culturally robust
and each practice draws upon
the others for both intellectual
sustenance, inspiration and to
expand a ‘customer’ base. These

24

diverse ‘ecosystems’ are also fragile,
vulnerable as they are to market
forces and the tendency for the more
commercial practices to eventually
price out artist studios.

One response to this vulnerability
has been the partnership between
the LLDC and Space Studios to
secure a 10-year lease on a former
confectionary factory. The project,
‘The White Building’ was complete in
2012 and provides 6 artists studios,
a gallery/project/education space
at the upper level, and a revenuegenerating café and micro-brewery
on the ground floor. It is focused
on becoming a UK centre for art,
technology and sustainability
and has an ambitious residency
programme offering opportunities for
emerging and mid-career artists to
produce new work on an international
platform.

*A note on the definition of creative
industries
The DCMS has a definition of
creative industries that includes
13 work areas: Advertising,
architecture, art and antiques
markets, crafts, design, fashion,
film and video, interactive leisure
and software, music, performing
arts, publishing, software and
computer services, television and
radio.
However, 2013 has seen the
DCMS consult on revisions to this
definition (consultations closed in
June) that would see the removal
of the arts and antiques and crafts
sectors and the conflation of other
sectors to reflect the growth of
the digital. The outcome of this
consultation is yet to be made
public and this document abides
by the current definition.

Interior of Vittoria Wharf in use by a number of artists
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Retail, Food and Drink
There are limited retail uses within the
study area. The few shops that do
exist are located at Felstead Street
on the northern edge of the study
area plus a small ‘corner shop’ that
is part of the Lion Works complex
on Wallis Road and a mini-market at
the Omega Works. In addition there
is the German Deli Warehouse Shop
in the Hamlet Industrial Estate at 96
White Post Lane.

Food and drink (A3 + A4) uses
are scattered more widely through
Hackney Wick. They are very much
a minority use but play an important
role as meeting places for the local
creative community as well as in the
area’s tentative night-time economy,
with a growing number of visitors to
the area. There are cafés on Felstead
Street and the Hackney Pearl on
Prince Edward Road. Other outlets
include the CRATE pizzeria and
micro brewery in The White Building,
a cluster of A3 uses along Roach
Road (Foreman’s, Counter Café,
Carlton Cafe) and Café Greenway at
the west end of Dace Road.

Top: Hackney Pearl Cafe, Prince Edward Road
Above: The White Building, Crate Brewery and Pizzeria, White
Post Lane
26

Residential
Although originally the area can be
described as a Victorian ‘Factory
Town’, which had significant
numbers of homes adjacent with
industries, post war clearance has
left very little in the way of residential
neighbourhoods east of the A12 in
the Study area. However, the areas
on the western side of the A12 are
heavily residential with a mixture of
Victorian, mid to late 20th century
housing estates, as well as more
recent high density developments.
To the north of the study are within
Hackney Wick there are a number
of late 20th century housing
developments of lower density. HWFI
in the vicinity of the Overground
station therefore has significant
potential to act as a new local town
centre, provided that the right mix of
amenities are developed, as well as
ensuring connectivity.

for landlords, but also financially
accessible to artists living and
working in collectives.”

In addition, and whilst the study area
is predominantly non-residential,
there have been a number of
residential-led developments
realised. Omega Works, located
at the junction of the River Lee
Navigation and the Hertford Union
Canal is the largest, at eight storeys
with 120+ residential units. Within
the wider area, recent developments
at Bigg Square Estate and Felstead
Street in Hackney Wick and Iron
Works in Fish Island, provide housing
of 6-10 storeys. All have private
courtyard entrances and offer limited
integration with the wider street
scape and amenities for HWFI.

As a result of the increase in artists’
studios within the area there has
been a commensurate increase in
live-work spaces as documented
by local artist and resident Richard
Brown. Within the study entitled

Made in HWFI - the Live Work
Collectives he states that: “Over
the last decade, many of the light
industrial warehouses in private
land ownership have been leased
surreptitiously through various letting
agencies to artists and creative
practitioners, many of them as
shared live-work units. At a rough
average of £13 per sq ft and steadily
rising, these units are profitable

Top: Residential tower at the Biggs Square Estate
Above: Omega Works apartments, Roach Road
Hackney Wick & Fish Island Design & Planning Guidance 27
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2.4 CONSERVATION &
HERITAGE

The Hackney Wick and Fish Island
area has a pattern of human
settlement that extends back to
prehistoric times and includes
substantial activity during the Roman
period. It has been conjectured that
much of the activity related to the
crossing point of the River Lea at Old
Ford (near today’s Old Ford Lock)
marked a strategic point on the route
between Essex and London and
the dividing line between Essex and
Middlesex. Old Ford is first recorded
as Eldeford or Oldeford in the 13th
century. No standing monuments
remain although there may be
significant archaeological deposits to
be discovered.

Until the 19th century, Hackney
Wick, just to the north of Old Ford,
was a hamlet in the marshland
(Wick derives from a word for farm)
reached from Wick Lane. Its principle
buildings were Wick Hall, a snuff
mill and, from the 1780s, the White
Lion public house. Hackney Brook
crossed the area west to east to join
the River Lea.

The redevelopment of this snuff mill
into a silk works marked the first
stirrings of the area as an industrial
district. This intensified following
the digging of the Hackney Cut in
1770 (this now forms part of the
Lea Navigation); more so following
the creation of the Hertford Union
Canal in 1830. These waterways

together with the navigable River
Lea were crucial to the area’s future
development although it remained
predominantly agricultural until
the late 1830s. The arrival of the
railway then hastened the area’s
transformation.

The North London Railway ran on a
north-west, south-east embankment
through the area, beginning services
in 1847 with a passenger station
at Old Ford Road. From 1856 an
additional station at Victoria Park
served Hackney Wick for more than
70 years before the line closed. In
the 1860s, Joseph Bazalgette’s
Northern Outfall Sewer was built on
an embankment running east-west
across the south of the area, while

Above: Aerial view, 1921, north and south of the Hertford Union Canal
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from 1866, an east-west line ran
through the northern part of Hackney
Wick on yet another embankment –
all testament to the marshy character
of the area. Today’s Hackney Wick
Station opened on this line in 1980 as
part of the reinstatement of services
between Camden and Stratford.
The Victoria Park station building
and the path of the railway line were
demolished during construction of
the A102 (M) in the 1970s.

In the mid 19th century, it was
intended to build a new gas works on
30 acres of railway and marshland
to the east and south of the railway
embankments. However, a decision
to build the gas works elsewhere
led instead to the development of
a factory town made up of a grid of
terraced houses and neighbouring
factories. Building began c.1878.
At the same time, the waterways
were upgraded. This led to the
development of noxious industries –
including oil and coal tar distilleries
– especially in the White Post Lane
area. This was followed in the late
19th and early 20th centuries by
factories innovating and producing
the consumer goods for which
the area became known; printing
ink, rubber, dry cleaning services,
confectionary, plastics and the like.

war slum clearances and industrial
decline led to the hollowing out of the
area with the gradual loss, within the
study area at least, of almost every
house that once existed.

Some late 19th/early 20th century
factories survived the Blitz together
with associated structures such as
bridges, locks, walls and public
houses. The buildings were repaired
after the war and remain occupied
by either traditional or newer creative
industries. Rarely have buildings
of any architectural quality been
erected in the post-war period. An
exception is Oslo House (1955-60)
on Felstead Street.

Existing/Designated Heritage
Assets
The list of existing heritage assets set
out below is derived from an analysis
of local council documentation and
consultation of the Greater London
Historic Environment Record on 18th
March 2013.

Further discussion of the area’s
historic development can be
found in the LDA’s 2009 Heritage

Scoping Report for Hackney
Wick, conservation area appraisal
documents (see below) and the

Hackney Wick and Old Ford
Area Characterisation Study and
Assessment of Key Buildings, a
report compiled for EDAW Ltd by the
Architectural History Practice.

The streets south of the Hertford
Union Canal were cut off from their
surroundings by waterways, a main
sewer and railways and this, together
with the naming of the streets after
freshwater fish, eventually led to the
enclave being known as Fish Island.
This continued insularity is both part
of the study area’s special character
and an obstacle to its integration into
the wider city.

The area remained a vibrant, if poor,
mix of the industrial and residential
until the Second World War when
heavy bombing, followed by post30

Above: Spegelstein’s/the Daro Works. Artists studios now occupy part
of these buildings on the south side of Wallis Road.

London Borough of Hackney
Within the study area:

Conservation Areas
The Hackney Wick Conservation
Area centres on Wallis Road. It was
designated in November 2009.

Its accompanying conservation area
remains in draft form (Draft Hackney

Wick Conservation Area Appraisal,
October 2009). It describes the area
as “part of the ‘Hackney Wick group
of historic factories” which extends
across to the south side of Hackney
Wick Station and lies in the London
Borough of Tower Hamlets.

The conservation area appraisal
includes maps showing three
buildings named as locally listed,
however, one local listing post-dates
the transfer of planning powers to the
LLDC and will require re-designation
(see below).

Locally Listed Buildings
Lion Works (part)
Central Books/Spill’s Rubber Works
(part)
London Borough of Hackney states
that the first two (Lion Works and
Central Books) were designated at
the same time as the conservation
area. However, the listing in

identifies Buildings of Townscape
Merit. LB Hackney use this term
as an additional category to locally
listed buildings. Elsewhere in the
UK, the term is used similarly or
as a synonym for locally listed
buildings. The term has no statutory
weight but is a useful category to
identify buildings that might not be
of sufficient merit to be individually
locally listed but contribute positively
to the townscape of the conservation
area.

Statutory Listed Buildings
There are none within the study area.

Archaeology
Hackney’s Core Strategy identifies
the entire study area as forming part
of a larger Archaeological Priority
Area that follows the west bank of the
Lea Navigation. The GLHER records
a number of events/finds from
various periods.

The document notes that the area is
predominantly industrial in character
with buildings and yards dating
from the 1860s onwards. It identifies
several buildings of historic interest,
the most significant being Central
Books (c.1910); George Spill’s
Vulcanised Rubber Works (1861) and
the Lion Works (c.1880).

London Borough of Tower Hamlets
Within the study area:

It states that the only important open
space is that around the Gilbert
Johnstone Boathouse (Eton Mission
Rowing Club).

Conservation Areas
Above: Lion Works, Wallis Road

respect of the boathouse was only
endorsed by Hackney’s cabinet in
December 2012 – after the date
on which the LLDC took on the
planning responsibilities for the
area. Consequently, the LB Hackney
exceeded its powers with this local
listing designation. This is also true
of the former Wick Baths on Eastway
outside the study area. These
buildings should be designated anew
as locally listed by the LLDC.

The appraisal document also

The Fish Island Conservation
Area was designated in October
2008 following consultation. The
conservation area has the industrial
buildings in and around Dace Road
as its focus with the Lea Navigation
as its eastern edge.

A conservation area appraisal
document for Fish Island was
adopted by Tower Hamlets’ Cabinet
in November 2009.

A second conservation area centred
on White Post Lane – the White
Post Lane Conservation Area – was

Above: Central Books, Wallis Road
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proposed by Tower Hamlets and
proposed within the Fish Island AAP
but has not yet been designated. A
draft conservation area appraisal
was produced for consultation in July
2012. It would have encompassed
the eastern end of the road extending
from Queens Yard in the north to the
Hertford Union Canal in the south.

The extension of the Fish Island
Conservation Area to the south,
east and north has, in the past, also
been given informal consideration.
These extensions would take in a
number of buildings outside the
existing conservation area that are
recognised to have townscape merit
or to be of a quality worthy of local
listing, however, this work was not
pursued to its conclusion by Tower
Hamlets, possibly because of the
priority demands of the London 2012
preparations.

Statutorily Listed Buildings
There are none in the study area.

Archaeology
The entire study area is
encompassed (with the exception
of a small strip south of the London
Overground Line and the western
margin of the area) within an Area
of Archaeological Importance as
designated by LB Tower Hamlets.
The GLHER records a number of
events/finds from various periods.

Trees, Streets and Waterways
While at its industrial height, trees
and other vegetation did not form
part of the Hackney Wick townscape,
the ‘post-industrial’ period has
seen opportune vegetation flourish
around the waterways and along
the Greenway to the point where

the juxtaposition of greenery and
industrial heritage is an important
part of the established character.

Formal planting of trees has occurred
in two periods: Avenues of mature
30m London Planes trees from
the post-war period characterize
the former residential streets of
Fish Island. These avenues are an
important part of the streetscape
both within the conservation area
and in its setting where the original
buildings have been lost and the
trees act as the structural framework
for the townscape.

The second period of tree planting
along Wallis road was undertaken
as part of the pre-Olympic street
improvements.

The historic environment is made up
of not only the individual heritage

At present there are a number
of buildings and structures of
townscape merit which fall outside
the Fish Island Conservation Area.
When considering the importance
of canal and river frontage, there
is a compelling argument for the
extension of the conservation area.

Locally Listed Buildings
There are no locally listed buildings
in the study area.

Old Ford Lock, River Lee Navigation/Fish Island
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2.5 URBAN FABRIC AND
PUBLIC REALM
items listed (and the potential
additional heritage items) but by
their interaction with each other and
their relationship to the streets and
yards. The fragmented remains of
former industrial structures also help
make up Hackney Wick’s particular
character – for example the walls
for the Hope Chemical Works along
White Post Lane and the walls along
the north side of the Hertford Union
Canal. Remaining cobbles and kerbs
and the street pattern itself make a
significant and positive contribution
to this character.

The historic infrastructure such as
the waterways themselves (together
with their locks, towpaths, bridges
ramps etc) and the retaining wall to
the Greenway (the northern outfall
sewer route) are vital to the historic
environment and make up the
framework within which individual
heritage items sit.

The intrinsic character of Hackney
Wick, its unique sense of place,
results from the interplay between
its historic fabric and infrastructure
networks and its historic and
contemporary uses as described
in the previous section 2.4. This
has resulted in a very particular
urban grain and public realm. The
open yards and spaces map (p.34)
shows the relationship between
building footprints and the spaces
between. These vary across the
study area and the analysis in this
section outlines three predominant
spatial arrangements of buildings:
yards, frontages and open spaces.
In some areas of Hackney Wick, the
demolition of buildings has meant
that only the street pattern remains,
shorn of any sort of enclosure by
structures.

Kings Yard/Cofely Energy Centre
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Yards
Yards are characterised by a cluster
of buildings organised around
an open space that give onto
the highway. There is a variety in
form and scale and where historic
buildings remain, these have (with
the exception of the Algha Works)
been re-purposed from their original
use – as have the yards themselves.

Many yards are used as outdoor
workshops with a range of activity
from car repairs to large-scale
sculptural construction. More
recently, a critical mass of social and
event activities has contributed to
the dynamic character of the yards
in spite of their increased use as car
parks.

This morphology is a distinctive
element of Hackney Wick and
is quite different from traditional
streets that have public frontages
and private back areas. Yards are
permeable (at different times of the
day and night) and the normal rules
about separating public and private
space and creating defensible space
do not apply in the same way. Some
of the yards are de facto extensions
of the highway (Main Yard) while
others are gated. These gates
sometimes remain open 24 hours
and have a blurred public-private
character (Queens Yard). Others,
though accessible, feel like semiprivate spaces (within the Britannia
Works for instance).

The yards have a positive impact on
the permeability and character of
urban grain when they have:
• Un-gated or open gate entrances
and where the yard provides a
through route
• Multiple occupancy by different
small to medium size businesses
where activity spills from the
buildings, often into streets or
working yards between the buildings.
• Diverse occupancy that includes
creative and artisan production,
residential and industrial use.
• Leisure, retail and service
destinations

There are a number of yard
complexes within Hackney Wick
where there is sufficient historic
fabric remaining to provide an
attractive public realm with varying
degrees of enclosure. These include
the Britannia Works yards, the yards
at 92 White Post Lane, Queens Yard
(in part), Lion Works and the yard
to the left of Central Books (which
has open access but a private
character). There is one attempt at a
contemporary yard at Omega Works
but this is gated and does not form
part of the public realm and cannot
be colonised by a variety of uses as
is the case at other yards.

• Accessible canal frontage
• Good sense of enclosure/good
microclimate
• Human scale and direct
relationship to uses

Yards have a negative impact on the
permeability and character of the
urban grain when they have:
• Gated entrances with no access
• Uncontextual and poor quality
architectural fabric
• Single occupancy
• Mainly car parking
• Publicly inaccessible canal
frontage
• No direct access or activity from
units fronting onto the spaces
•Enclosed by over-scaled buildings
Hackney Wick & Fish Island Design & Planning Guidance 35

Existing Yards - Built Form and Use (2013)
In the pages that follow, these yards
and their uses are presented as a
snapshot in time (2013).
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Queens Yard is an example of a
cluster of buildings from different
periods that house a diverse range
of uses including leisure destinations
and where activity spills from the
buildings. The yard provides a
thoroughfare and there is public
access to the canal frontage.
Currently, however, the yard space
suffers from over use of vehicle
parking at certain times of the day.
While parking is very important to
some of the businesses here, this
requires a careful balance with other
uses and the needs of pedestrians.
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SECTION AA
INDUSTRIAL BUILDING

Everett House
Former offices now artists studios

Yard Theatre

QUEEN‘S YARD

WHITE

BUILDING

The White Building
Since 2012 the building has been
leased by SPACE. A bar/ pizzeria
and brewery operate on the ground
floor. Artist studios and an event
space/ gallery are on the upper level.

Small warehouse converted to a
theatre and bar.
92 White Post Lane
80 artists studios, a gallery and a
specialist computer repair shop
operate in three adjoining buildings.

Fat Mickey’s Motors and
Cheeky Tiki
Operates from the large shed on the
North edge of the Queen’s yard.
Caplin Glass

Clarnico Factory

Top: The White Building
Above: Yard Theatre
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The former sweet factory houses 38
artist studios run by Mother Studios
with a communal gallery and a
separate rentable gallery.

Caplin Glass have operated from this
site for more than 40 years as mirror
cutters and makers.
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Lion Works
The Lion Works complex (and
the spaces between it and Oslo
House) have a positive character.
The mix of uses, including artiswan,
manufacturing and residential
creates activity that animates the
street and provides a sense of
security. The raised embankment
gives train passengers interesting
views into the warehouses parallel to
the tracks.

Yearning Glass
Glass cutters and distributors.
Yearning Glass Co. has occupied
this site longer than 30 years.
Lion Works
The Lion Works is occupied by artist
and artisan studios as well as livework apartments.
Oslo House
Oslo House is occupied at
street level by a number of small
businesses which include two
cafes, a bike shop, a second hand
record shop, a fashion retailer, a
supermarket and a kebab shop with
studio spaces and live-work units on
the upper levels.
Vision College
Vision College is a Private Education
Institution offering Theology, IT and
Business Studies since 1997.

Top: Yearning Glass Co.
Above: Oslo House
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Main Yard
Main Yard is comprised of pre-war
and post war structures, but still
retains a good sense of enclosure
and a mix of industrial, creative and
residential uses. The new pedestrian
canal bridge linking to Queen
Elizabeth Olympic Park will give
additional public access to the canal.
The backdrop to Main Yard is the
Central Books building north of Wallis
Road. It is the tallest building in the
area is a local landmark.

Eton Mission Rowing Club
An operational private rowing club
with open sessions on Tuesday and
Thursday evenings and Saturday
mornings.

London Tradition
Clothing manufacturer resident for
the past five years.

Central Books
Book distributor for small publishers
and independent bookshops storing
over two million books. Central
Books have occupied this building
for 23 years and expanded into three
neighbouring warehouses.

No. 90 Main Yard
The leaseholders have a planning
application pending for a restaurant/
gallery onto the canal at ground level
as well as recording/dance studios
on the first floor, office space on the
second floor, a roof cafe and event
space.

3G Printing Group
3G are a printer that employs
26 people and have been in this
building for 26 years.

Wallis Studios / Cell Studios
Daro Factors Ltd trades in bathroom
and other specialist fittings. Wallis
Studios rents 30 studios to artists and
designers in part of the building.

BRG Print Finishers Ltd
BRG bind and finish documents and
were relocated from the Olympic
Park site seven years ago.

Top: 86 Wallis Road, BRG Print Finishers
Above: Eton Mission Rowing Club
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Omega Works
Omega Works is a relatively recent
development organised around
internal yards with workspace and
retail units facing the street. The
horizontal separation of its few
workspaces from its overwhelmingly
residential use (elevated above
ground level) and the gated yards
given over to car parking result in
a yard that is inert, un-dynamic,
unrelated to its wider context and has
a negative impact as a barrier to the
canal edge.

Above: Omega Works on the River Lee/
Hertford Union canal

Above: Parking space inside Omega
Works

S-E

N-W

+ 28.50

+ 25.00
+ 23.50
+ 20.50
+ 19.35

+ 18.05
+ 16.12

+ 16.00

+ 12.90

+ 12.77

+ 9.67

+ 9.55

+ 6.45

+ 6.32

+ 3.22

+ 3.10

+ 0,00

HERTFORD UNION CANAL

ACCESS TO

BRIDGE

R O A C H

W O R K S

HERTFORD

UNION

CANAL
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Block Structures
The most robust clusters of attractive
and historic urban fabric are around
Wallis Road, either side of White Post
Lane at Queens Yard and at Roach
Road and Dace Road. The critical
mass of activity within these blocks
frequently spills onto the pavements
and animates the public realm
with activity ranging from cutting
hair, repairing bicycles to polishing
bespoke concrete work tops.

Outside the yards and clusters of
heritage buildings, the street pattern
of pre-war Hackney Wick remains
largely complete even though there
are now extensive areas where there
are no or few buildings left that relate
positively to the street. These ‘empty’
blocks have a variety of characters
and are exclusively industrial in use.
Other blocks are populated with
anonymous shed structures.

These unpopulated or underpopulated blocks have the potential,
when regenerated, to make a
contribution to the permeability and
character of Hackney Wick. This
latent, positive potential is evident
where there is:
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• Multiple occupancy by different
small to medium size businesses
where activity spills from the
buildings
• Diverse occupancy that includes
creative and artisan production and
industrial use
• Plots no wider than 30m

Monier Road South
Kedassia Poultry
Kedassia is a poultry slaughterhouse,
processing unit and distribution
centre. Live chickens are housed on
the north of the site and slaughtered
and processed in the large shed to
the west.

Bismah
The block structure has a negative
impact on the permeability and
character of Hackney Wick when:

Furniture storage and distribution.
The Hub Studios

• There are blank facades and solid
gates with no glimpses of activity
from the surrounding streets.
• They are in single occupancy
• They have buildings with no
windows overlooking the street
• The blocks have bisecting roads
that are cul-de-sacs

The Royal Connections church has
occupied this building since 2011.
The church hosts services, rents
space for functions and has a film
company that broadcasts masses.
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Monier Road North
Smerald Roofing Supplies
Distribution warehouse and office
for clay tiles, slate, Bitumen rolls and
roofing sundries.

Britannia Mirrors Ltd
Manufacturers of specialist framed
mirrors.

All Ices
Freezer storage and distribution
centre for ice cream vans.

Prism Profiles Ltd
Manufacturing, storage and
distribution of plastic packing
materials

Top: Bismah
Above: The Hub Studios Building

Dickens Ltd
Store and distribution warehouse for
flatpack Italian furniture.
Top: Smerald Roof Supplies Yard

Island Metals

Above: Dickens Warehouse

Scrap metal merchants, collection
and distribution

Hackney Wick & Fish Island Design & Planning Guidance
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Street Clusters
These exist where sufficient historic
buildings remain to define and
give vertical enclosure to the street
pattern. The most robust cluster form
is around Dace Road in the south of
the study area.
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Dace Road
Carpet & Flooring
The Bow stock distribution centre
for the national chain of carpets and
flooring materials.

Algha Works
Savile Row has occupied this
building since 1930s producing
spectacle frames including bespoke
rolled gold frames.

41 Dace Road
More than 20 studio spaces
managed by Spaced Up, businesses
include men’s fashion with a cafe on
the ground floor.

Bridget Riley Studios
37 artist and designers studios
managed by Space Studios.

Britannia Works
Above: 41 Dace Road

Formerly a peanut factory, now 55
studios managed by Space since
1980 with education facilities and
workshops.
Above: Britannia Works, Dace Road
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Street Frontages
Street frontages where the historic
fabric is intact have a consistent
palette of materials of bricks of
different types (some with metal
frame windows and a few with
original windows). Here, the height,
simple form and massing of building
edges clearly define the street. The
buildings have regular fenestration on
each floor, which provides a sense of
overlooking.

The height of the existing historic
buildings in relation to the width of
the streets is comfortable, creating
a human scale environment.
Pedestrians can comfortably wayfind and enjoy the streets. These
are access points into yards and
onto canals. This human scale is
threatened by the far more intensive
developments of recent years,
including Omega Works, where the
height to width ratio of the streets
is less comfortable, and the street
frontage more impermeable.

Where low-rise, 20th century light
industrial sheds have replaced the
historic fabric, the buildings usually
suffer from blank facades with
irregular and limited fenestration
and other openings and a generic
palette of low quality contemporary
brickwork and metal sheeting that
does not contribute to a sense of
place. The layout of Wyke, Stour,
Monier and Beachy Roads – formerly

residential streets but now largely
undefined by buildings – still
provide good permeability and is of
a human scale.
The comfortably scaled streets
contribute to the defining character
of HWFI and should be enhanced
with an appropriate intensity of
development, with particular
regard to those areas designated
for employment with those for
residential uses.

Greenway and the canal. The shallow
inflection on Dace Road withholds
views of the canal from the west and
draws the pedestrian along. This is
echoed in the bends of Wallis Road
north of the railway and along White
Post Lane.

Dace Road benefits from both an
intact street pattern and surviving
historic fabric. The street layout
is constrained by the edge of the

Above: The junction of Rothbury road and White Post Lane, looking west
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Open Space

The area’s history of Industry served
by low-income residential areas
resulted in an urban grain that lacks
conventional parks or open spaces.
Although there is much void space
in Hackney Wick (in the form of
yards and empty blocks) it is neither
conventional open space, nor is it
always publicly accessible. However,
the mix of low-density industrial
uses, the historic network of canals
and more recent small scale artisan
occupation around yards and street
edges especially, has resulted in a
shared territory between public and
private uses that is a positive feature
of the area.

Examples of shared territory as
open space are; the forecourt to
the Yard Theatre, the canal frontage
of the White Building, outside Oslo
House on Prince Edward Road,
Old Ford Lock, and the pavement
in front of Stour Space. The current
appropriation of open spaces for
creative uses also occurs along the
remaining waterfronts and in places
such as the Eastway stage and Wick
Green.

44

Above: White Post Lane bridge and canalside

The accessible edge of the Hertford
Union Canal is a route, a destination
and the ‘front garden’ and ‘street’
for those who live in narrow boats
moored here. The other towpaths in
the area are also important elements
of the public realm if not conventional
public space. This is particular so
where there is a meeting of built form
and opportunistic vegetation.

This unconventional public realm,
stitched together across the area has
proved adaptable and successfully
hosts the internationally renowned
Hackney Wicked Festival. However
the existing public realm and
open spaces serve a particular
demographic and, apart from the
temporary use of a vacant plot for a
skateboard park, there is very limited
provision for children and younger
people or for older people.

Above: Appropriation of public space on Prince Edward Road
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2.8 HEIGHT AND MASSING

The Hackney Wick and Fish
Island area reached its peak
the accumulation of what is now
regarded as historic fabric in the
period immediately preceding
the Second World War. The
development of a factory town made
up of a grid of terraced houses and
neighbouring factories resulted in
a general massing of factories and
wharfs of circa 4 to 6 storeys with
generous floor to ceiling heights.
This contrasted with terrace housing
of smaller scale. The loss of much
of this historic grain due to the
Blitz, slum clearance programmes
and road and rail construction
has resulted in uneven height and
massing and large gaps between
structures that have a hugely
negative impact upon the urban
fabric.
Existing plot ratios are generally
0.5:1 to 1:1 reflecting the current/
former employment uses in industrial
sheds and yards. However, recently

completed developments (within the
last 10 years) demonstrate a greater
average plot ratio and an average of
15,700 sq m of residential floor-space
per ha.

There are three primary groupings of
surviving historic industrial buildings;
those around White Post Lane,
those around Wallis Road and those
around Dace Road.

A secondary group of industrial
structures is located near the junction
of Roach Road and Stour Road.

These clusters have a tight urban
grain and massing of 2 to 4 storeys.
These groupings of historic buildings
create a positive sense of enclosure
for the pedestrian, often with a
street to building ratio of 1:`1. The
microclimate at street level, and

the connectivity between adjacent
streets, contribute to the comfortable
human scale. Views of the skyline
above, down the streets and through
the buildings to desire lines including
the green spaces, waterways,
and the landmarks of the adjacent
Olympic Park, all contribute to this
quality of space and support intuitive
wayfinding.
However, where the historic grain has
been replaced with light industrial
warehouses the massing is generally
of one or two storeys resulting in a
low datum line and lack of enclosure
A sense of enclosure is successfully
achieved where historic industrial
buildings predominate. Many of
the historic industrial buildings act
as landmarks that are key to the
area’s legibility. As factory buildings,
however, they often have windows
above the eye-level of the pedestrian
and so provide limited surveillance of
the street.

Above: 3D massing model of Hackney Wick Fish Island
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2.7 FLOOD RISK

Flood risk limits residential uses of
proposed and existing buildings
at ground floor. This has informed
the land use designations for work
space. The flood risk areas are
therefore the opportunity sites for
the re-provision and relocation of
work/employment space. The mix of
uses this will deliver by the vertical
stacking of uses will create active
frontages.

In accordance with Planning Policy
Statement 25: Development and
Flood Risk 2 (PPS25), revised
in March 2010, any proposed
development within Flood Zone
2 or 3 will need to pass the
Sequential and Exceptions Tests
as necessary. A site specific Flood
Risk Assessment will need to be
undertaken as part of any planning
application and must clearly
demonstrate the extent to which

people and property will be exposed
to flooding, including residual risks
and then demonstrate how users of
the development are to avoid being
placed in danger of flood hazards.

Although the waterways represent
a controllable flood risk they also
create biodiversity and provide a
high quality environment and when
combined with the historic fabric of
the conservation areas provide an
attractive and unique asset.

Below is an extract from the Fish
Island AAP:

Development layout must consider
surface water flow routes and
manage runoff on site sustainably
with a target to achieve greenfield
runoff rates;
• Include ‘at source’ SUDS control
measures to reduce existing site
runoff in accordance with London
Plan;
• Open up river corridors and
provide more floodplain storage;

The Environment Agency flood risk
assessment determines the flood
zones as shown opposite.

Both LB Hackney and LB Tower
Hamlets have also carried out
borough wide Strategic Flood Risk
Assessments.

• Incorporate flood resistance/
resilience measures up to the flood
level;
• Application of the sequential
approach at site level to be carried
out to ensure ‘more vulnerable’ land
uses are located within Flood Zones
1 and 2;
• All residential accommodation to
be located on first floor or above;
• Consideration of safe access /
egress from the site and safe refuge.

Above: Although the waterways represent a controllable flood risk they also provide
a distinctive attractive characteristic to Hackney Wick Fish Island; Opposite: EA
Flood Risk Map
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3.0 REGENERATION: OPPORTUNITIES AND
GUIDANCE
3.1 INTRODUCTION

This section utilises the analysis of
Hackney Wick and Fish Island set out
in section 2.0 to identify opportunities
and propose indicative guidance
that will ensure that the vision and
objectives set out at the beginning of
this document can be achieved.
The aim is to ameliorate negative
features of the area and accentuate
the positive aspects of HWFI, such
as its waterfronts, its productive
uses, its built heritage, its history of
innovation and creativity to nurture
a place that remains authentically
HWFI while delivering a vibrant new
and connected quarter in which to
live and work.
Each sub-section of section 3.0
concludes with points of guidance for
new development. This is followed by
case studies that suggest how this
guidance might be implemented.

Opposite: View from the station over
Queen’s Yard towards the Olympic
Stadium.
Hackney Wick & Fish Island Design & Planning Guidance
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To Hackney Marshes,
Lee Valley

To Hackney Central,
Stoke Newington

Proposed Access & Movements
Defined Area Boundary
Proposed open space
Public PedestrianaAccess
Vehicular Access
London Overground
Bus Route 276
Bus Route 488
Bus Route 339 Extension

To Homerton,
Dalston Junction

Potential Route for New
/Extended Service
Bus Stop
Key Cycle Routes
Hackney Wick
Station
To Stratford

To Hackney Central,
Highbury &islington

Victoria Park

To Islington,
Camden

To Bow,
Newham

To Beckton
Indicative

To Limehouse Basin,
Thames
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3.2 ACCESS AND
MOVEMENT
The proposed access and
movements plan shows an
indicative layout of streets, yards
and bridges that new development
should incorporate to achieve the
objectives adopted in existing and
emerging planning policy to create
a connected, legible and permeable
place.

The proposed streets, yards and
bridges will repair and extend the
historic street pattern to consolidate
the sense of place and character that
exists within Hackney Wick and Fish
Island (HWFI) and create convenient
routes and connections to places of
work, homes and interest.
East-west routes into and through
the site that address the severance
created by the A12 and River Lea
Navigation will enable HWFI to
integrate with Victoria Park and the
residential communities to the west
and the QEOP and the residential
development planned to the east.

North-south routes through the site
that address the severance caused
by the Hertford Union Canal will
improve access to and from Hackney
Wick station and the proposed
neighbourhood centre, and the
Greenway.

New development will be expected
to provide and/or contribute to the
following key interventions:

•
Extend the existing and
historic urban grain and street
morphology to improve the area’s
overall permeability, legibility and
character;
•
Protect the function of existing
yards and introduce similar spaces
where it will complement the
character of the area and improve
the design quality and function of
new development;
•
Respond to existing and
potential future routes into and out of
the area across the A12, particularly
to Roman Road;
•
Respond to existing and
planned routes across the River
Lea Navigation created by new
pedestrian, cycle and/or vehicular
routes created by bridges H10, H14
and H16 of the Legacy Communities
Scheme;
•
Contribute to a new northsouth pedestrian and cycle
connection between Wallis Road
and White Post Lane that improves
access to an improved Hackney
Wick station entrance/exit, ticket hall
and gateline; and unlocking public
access to sites immediately north of
the station;
•
A new route that connects
Smeed Road to Hepscott Road with
pedestrian and cycle access across
the Herford Union Canal achieved
by improvements to the existing lock
gates;
•
A new route that connects
Roach Road to White Post Lane with

pedestrian, cycle and potentially
vehicular access across the
Hertford Union Canal achieved by
improvements to the existing bridge;
•
A hierarchy and legibility of
routes that manage the movement of
heavy goods vehicles, buses, cyclist
sand pedestrians to achieve public
transport interchange, street activity
and road safety;
•
Facilitate the extension of
bus routes to or through the area,
particularly where opportunities exist
to interchange with Hackney Wick
station and connect key community
destinations;
•
Create a new linear park or
leisure route along the northern edge
of the Hertford Union Canal that
improves access between Victoria
Park and Canal Park within a high
quality landscape environment.

The highway and landscape design
of existing and proposed streets and
yards should adopt the following
principles to meet the access,
servicing and townscape quality
needs of a place that supports a mix
of industrial, commercial, residential
and community uses:

• Reduced carriageway widths and
geometry to have a significant impact
on vehicle speeds with a sliding
scale of traffic channel width to
correspond with adjacent uses and
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to determine the balance of priority
in each street type. It is critical that
any final design takes full account
of all demands placed on the street
in terms of building uses, through
movement and other neighbourhood
features such as informal play.

• The proposed arrangement of
routes will deliver a maximum 20mph
environment across the whole of the
area through the geometry, function
and layout of the streets;

• Each street type and yard space
should correspond to the adjacent
building type and function;

• Adequate capacity and street
proportions should be maintained
to provide for light industrial uses,
general deliveries and bus access;

• On-street parking should be
strategically positioned and easily
accessible for visitors. Residents
and businesses parking during the
working day will result in narrow
carriageway widths so drivers must
negotiate passing. It is important
that these bays function in this way,
even when empty, so they should be
marked with fixed structures, which
could include trees;

• Two-way streets improve legibility,
simplify movement and assist with
reducing speeds; there should be no
one way streets;

• Consider raised pedestrian
crossings at junctions and vehicular
entrances and exits to prioritise
pedestrian movement, in particular
for people with limited mobility or
using buggies etc. The emerging
street pattern will result in a regular
grid of junctions that will be frequent
54

enough to force drivers to stop and
negotiate each intersection, further
slowing down vehicles;

• Give ways: All vehicles will stop
and give way at all junctions. This will
assist in reducing speeds between
junctions without the need for stop
lines at junctions;

• Small radii corners of (2m) will
introduce purposeful and slow
manoeuvring at each junction;

• Signage should be kept to a
minimum in 20mph zones. Traffic
signs are not required;

• New roads to have shallow kinks or
inflections where appropriate (rather
than straight avenues). This responds
to the individualities of Hackney Wick
and Fish Island as a place as well as
assisting in reducing speeds;

• New routes should incorporate
existing historic material that remains
– kerbs, cobbles etc;

Parking

The proposed improvements to the
accessibility and connectivity of
HWFI will enable parking provision
to be minimised in certain locations
such as the local neighbourhood
centre.

Car parking and servicing
arrangements within Hackney Wick
&Fish Island should:

• Be well designed and not
compromise the relationship between
ground floor uses and the street;

• Be in accordance with adopted
parking standards and development
management policies;

• Be kept to a minimum or zero
on site, depending on use and
accessibility to public transport;

• Include adequate off-street
disabled parking to ensure
accessibility for disabled people;

• Be adequate to meet the needs of
business

Example of street parking with tree as divider from Exception is the
norm by muf

Above: General treatment and Primary routes, taken from The Exception is the Norm
by muf architecture/art and J&L Gibbons (2010)

Example of street treatment from Exception is the norm by muf

Above: Treatment in Conservation areas, taken from The Exception is the Norm by
muf architecture/art and J&L Gibbons (2010)
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3.3 LAND USE

The proposed ground and upper
floor plans show an indicative
land use arrangement that new
development should respond to
in order to achieve the objectives
adopted in existing and emerging
planning policy to create a
sustainable mix of uses served by a
new neighbourhood centre within a
high quality historic and waterside
environment.

The indicative land use arrangement
provides a spatial interpretation of
how these strategic policy objectives
can be successfully achieved across
the area and on a site by site basis.

HWFI has the potential to become
an area defined by its mixed use
character and strong sense of place
and community. It should continue to
be a location for employment uses
and a hub for the creative industries,
and become an attractive location
to live and visit where its industrial
heritage, canal setting, proximity
to the QEOP, and good public
transport accessibility usefully inform
the arrangement and integration of
different and compatible land uses.

An opportunity exists to create
a genuine mix of industrial,
commercial, residential and
community uses, with particular
consideration given to the
retention and consolidation of the
creative industry sector, including
manufacturing, artists, makers,

performers etc. This sector has found
opportunity in robust and adaptable
industrial buildings; proximity to
central and east London markets;
good road and public transport
accessibility; a unique waterside
setting; and affordable rents to firmly
establish itself and continues to
demonstrate demand.

The arrangement of land uses and
design of new buildings should
be carefully considered to enable
residential and non-residential
uses to integrate successfully and
generate activity in the right place
and at right time. The opportunity to
create life and vitality to support both
daytime and evening economies
should be embraced.

The retention of employment uses
(especially creative and lightindustrial uses) within existing
buildings of heritage value can
ensure their intrinsic value to
Hackney Wick is acknowledged
and used to inform and support
sustainable regeneration. Land use
change, including new housing,
should add to, rather than displace
the area’s existing social, economic
and cultural capital.

or increasing its employment density.
In doing so, the AAPs identify the
potential for redevelopment to
deliver approximately 3000 new
residential units. Significantly, a new
neighbourhood centre anchored by
Hackney Wick station will support
both the existing and new working
and living population. This should
introduce community facilities, and
expand on the existing retail, cafe,
restaurant and entertainment offer.
Community based cafes and meeting
places that exist in other locations
should continue to make contribute to
the area’s rich diversity,

An environment should be provided
that encourages SMEs and creative
industries to be retained and relocate
to HWFI. The opportunity to promote
synergies between different yet
complimentary business activities in
the area, including Here East should
be encouraged.
The design of new workspace should
be informed by the adaptability of
heritage buildings to support a range
of employment uses.

The Fish Island and Hackney Wick
AAPs identify the opportunity for
redevelopment to introduce new
housing and associated uses
without undermining the area’s
industrial capacity and maintaining
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Residential
Hackney Wick and Fish Island
was originally a ‘factory town’
that supported both industry and
housing. As much of the heavy and
polluting industry has been replaced
by a growing creative sector, there
is an opportunity to introduce new
housing without compromising the
area’s successful economic base.
New housing can reinforce the area’s
sustainable regeneration and benefit
significantly from the area’s unique
location and historic and waterside
setting.
Quality housing stock is essential to
further develop the local community
and provide homes that are
appropriate for a variety of tenures,
including those for families and that
are an attractive open market offer.
This needs a good provision of both
private and public outdoor amenity
spaces.
Where flood risk allows, and to
provide active edges to public routes
and private spaces, residential
development will be encouraged
adjacent to water frontages to add
both value and amenity.
The mix of housing in HWFI should
meet the identified needs of different
types of households and create
mixed and balanced communities
with a key priority for more well
designed family sized homes of 3
bedrooms or more.
The historic urban grain will be
retained and re-established where
possible, including the area around
Monier Road and the other Fish
Island streets north of Dace Road
that were originally dominated by
residential use. It is anticipated
that lower density development
e.g. terraced housing, will be
encouraged as distance increases
from the neighbourhood centre. B1
uses could ‘bookend’ these blocks
to provide activity and encourage
pedestrian routes through the area.
The resulting HWFI area will

be characterised by mixed-use
neighbourhoods that should be both
vertically and horizontally organized.
For example, in higher flood risk
areas, ground floors will be generally
be employment uses, with residential
above; in non-flood risk areas there
may be individual adjacent buildings,
each with a discrete residential or
workspace designation.
The proposed building typologies
have been informed by historic
precedents in the study area.
These have demonstrated an
inherent flexibility for adaptation of
use over time. New development
should adopt the successful
design principles of historic
buildings by being adaptable and
robust providing high ceilings and
orientating to flexible yard spaces
and streets.
The requirement for new homes
must therefore be balanced with a
sustainable approach to protecting
industrial capacity and the provision
of affordable workspace for creative
activities. New housing should
be provided within new buildings
where they can achieve design and
environmental standards. Residential
proposals will be required to
demonstrate the following:

• That a site’s industrial capacity is
not compromised and employment
generating potential through the
retention or relocation of existing
business and creation of carefully
designed spaces for new business;

Innovate and successful typologies
and design solutions that achieve
high quality housing;
• Provide appropriate levels of
affordable housing;
• Appropriate scale, form and
massing to suit the site context
and housing type (including family
housing);
• Internal layouts that prevent the
creation of single aspect north facing
units and maximise the provision of
dual aspect units;
• Avoid single aspect units especially
overlooking the A12 or the railway;
• Provide generous and usable
private and semi private/communal
amenity space;
• Provide Lifetime Home Standards
as identified in the London Plan;
• Achieve Building Research
Establishment (BRE) standards for
sunlight and daylight;
Adopt innovative design solutions to
accommodating refuse storage and
recycling;
• Minimise car parking levels to
reflect housing type and PTAL
(Public Transport Accessibility Level);
• Maximise cycle parking levels;
• Adopt innovative design solutions
to accommodating accessible and
secure cycle parking, refuse storage
and recycling;
• Achieve a minimum Code for
Sustainable Homes Level 4;
• Adopt design solutions that achieve
energy efficiency, passive solar gain
and cooling, insulation and rain water
harvesting;

• The successful horizontal and
vertical integration of residential,
industrial and commercial
development;
• Compliance with the internal space
standards and design principles
adopted in the London Housing
Design Guide;
• High quality and distinctive
architecture that uses a simple
palette of high quality, durable and
natural materials and adopts an
references the area’s strong industrial
aesthetic;
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Industry
Industrial and employment activity
has always characterised the role
of Hackney Wick in the London
economy. The continuing shift
from heavy industry to light
and creative industry should be
encouraged to consolidate the area’s
economic base and harness the
unique contribution it makes to the
character and liveability of the area

To manage the redevelopment of
industrial land without undermining
the area’s economic base new
development should protect
existing industrial capacity with a
view to maintaining or increasing
employment density. Industrial
capacity is defined as the amount
of existing floorspace in or capable
of being in productive use and
employment density is defined
as jobs numbers. Where large
sites are primarily used for open
storage, careful consideration will
need to given to ensuring their
redevelopment takes into account
that, despite their size, they
accommodate limited built floorspace
and employ relatively few people.

The creative industries and small
business located within the buildings,
streets and yards that characterise
the Fish Island and Hackney
Wick Conservation Areas, make
a significant contribution to the
economy at both a local, London and
international scale. The Department
of Trade and Industry recognises
creative and cultural industries as
a “defining feature of the British
national identity,” an essential
component of our quality of life, and
a vital part of the UK economy.

While the B1 use class does not
differentiate creative industries from
office, research and development
or light industrial use, the unique
60

Above: Existing light industry in Hackney Wick such as glass cutting. High ceilings
that allow for different uses to function.

contribution they make to the social
and economic capital and identify
of HWFI should be acknowledged
and incorporated within a process of
land use change and regeneration
that introduces a larger residential
population and greater mix of use.

The area’s heritage buildings and
yard spaces have revealed a
robustness and adaptability which
means they provide ideal spaces
for creative industry. The yards have
demonstrated their ability to shift
from places of production to those
for public or trade use, such as for
markets, exhibitions, or leisure.

The redevelopment of existing
industrial land and buildings used for
employment use, including creative
industry, should:

• Retain creative industry, especially
where it contributes to an existing
cluster and accommodates buildings
of heritage value.
• Ensure the site’s industrial capacity

and employment generating potential
is retained and/or maximised through
the retention and/or relocation of
existing business and the creation of
carefully designed spaces for new
business;
• Ensure the successful horizontal
and vertical integration with
residential and other commercial
development;
• Retain and refurbish heritage
assets including buildings within
existing and future Conservation
Areas,
• Include a relocation strategy for
any existing businesses affected by
redevelopment;
• Provide a range of employment
space in terms of its type, size and
affordability, including ‘starter’ and
‘move on’ units for small and medium
sized enterprises;
• Provides appropriately designed
studio and workspace that is
supported by and made available to
a recognised workspace provider;
• Locate employment uses adjacent
to the A12 where noise and air quality
compromises residential quality.

Community Uses

Essential to developing a sustainable,
mixed-use place is the availability of
community facilities shared between
local residents and those who travel
to the area to work. The sustainability
of these facilities is itself made
possible by an increase in the living
and working population.
Uneven land values across individual
plots should also be strategically
deployed to provide community
amenities. Services needed include
a primary health care centre, nursery,
dentist and pharmacy that can then
provide foci for community uses and
opportunities for further functions.
With the anticipation of a significant
number of new dwellings, including
those targeted at families, there
will also be a demand for school
places. This will be addressed by
a new primary school as part of
the Neptune Wharf development.
The new school offers an excellent
opportunity to create flexible
community spaces that can be
used for sport, clubs, meetings, and
other events. The facilities can also
serve more distant communities, for
example those across the A12, which
it is anticipated will be included within
the new school catchment area.

production and informal events.
Some are based in community and
cultural buildings and provide a
cross-subsidy. Although emerging
as part of the ecosystem of artists’
studios and creative workers, these
have a much wider appeal and
should be nurtured and encouraged.
The potential for a differentiated
offer from what will be available
at Stratford City can also define
the neighbourhood and enhance
its unique character. In the local
neighbourhood centre, A3 uses are
proposed on the sunny side of the
street of Wallis Road and opening out
from new open spaces.

Regard should be paid to the size
of the retail units proposed. The
proximity of Westfield suggests that
large units are not appropriate at
HWFI. To the south of Fish Island,
the possibility of a market at the
base of the pedestrian route over the
A12 where it meets the end of the

Greenway should be explored as a
means of highlighting the presence
of Roman Road to the west and
promoting linkages to it.
An informal, modest use of public
space should continue to be
promoted and supported to ensure
activation of the public realm.
Open, green, and amenity spaces
create opportunities for restaurants
and cafes to activate them. This
includes the proposal for locating
such uses adjacent to the Hertford
Union Canal on the south-facing
towpath and possibly within heritage
buildings. Such uses would be
encouraged to spill out into the
public realm. Formal zoning and
demarcation of uses should be
avoided as far as possible.

The Localism Act could also be
used as a mechanism whereby the
community can agree a local list
of sites to nominate to the register
of Community Assets of Value.
Thereafter the owner cannot sell the
land without a 6 month moratorium
during which the community can
make an alternative proposal and
raise the capital to purchase the land
or building.
Retail, Restaurants & Cafes
There is a burgeoning food and drink
culture in Hackney Wick and Fish
Island made up of independently
owned cafes, restaurants, food

Above: Towpath cafe, Regents canal. Opportunities for retail, cafe and restaurants
in a series of dispersed activity nodes include opportunities afforded on the south
facing bank of the Hertford Union Canal
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Neighbourhood Centre
To support an increase in the
number of people working, living
and visiting HWFI and its hinterland,
a new neighbourhood centre will
focus on an improved Hackney
Wick Station and the existing cluster
of retail, cafe and restaurant uses
located within a short distance of the
station. The neighbourhood centre
will benefit from the high footfall
generated by the station and eastwest routes through the area and
to the community facilities located
within the QEOP, and the quality
of the built environment created by
heritage buildings and yards. Such
a centre or ‘Hub’ would build on
the historic concentration of activity
here, take advantage of high footfall,
and enhance the safe, well-used
primary pedestrian routes. The
neighbourhood centre should act as
a meeting place at heart of Hackney
Wick and see a concentration
of retail, cafes and restaurant,
community and entertainment
uses together with new residential
and retained and employment
opportunities oriented around new
routes and public places.
Its form is inspired by existing
buildings (see 3.10), spaces and
uses that contribute positively to the
locality with a clear hierarchy of new
pedestrian routes punctuated by
existing and new yard spaces.
Two location options exist for the
introduction of community uses at
street level within the neighbourhood
centre. There is a strong argument
for making this a primary health
facility given the pressure that
existing GP surgeries face in the
area.
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Above: Maltby Street. Yards and spaces adjacent to creative uses can shift from
places of production to those for public or trade use, such as markets or exhibitions

Development Capacity
An assessment of the amount
and use of existing and proposed
floor space has been carried out.
The assessment is necessarily
limited in its accuracy by the
sources of information available,
but is considered appropriate as a
strategic assessment of capacity
for change for the purposes of
area planning. Given the nature of
existing employment types within
the study area and those envisaged
in future, employment density
would be likely to increase if the
guidance is successfully applied.
These figures are dependent on the
existing buildings indicated being
retained for employment use.
Assumptions of the existing have
been sourced from:
• building footprints from OS data
• building heights from web based
aerial / street view data
• assumptions regarding use
gained from existing published data
(including planning applications)
and site visit
The Hackney Wick AAP indicates
a capacity for c.15,000 sqm nonresidential new development on
sites within the study area. The
Fish Island AAP does not provide
floorspace figures, but policy FI 4.3
does require proposals to “maintain
or increase employment density”.
The proposals are informed by:

• data contained within this report
regarding land use, plot size, building
heights.
• in the absence of a masterplan, a
‘plot coverage’ percentage is applied
to each block to provide a notional
footprint. The plot coverage applied
varies according to block size and
situation.
• residential unit numbers are
generated from the application of
an assumed 90m2 (GEA) flat unit
(includes full ‘gross’ provision within
blocks such as refuse, cycle storage
etc) and 130m2 (GEA) family house /
maisonette units.

the sites within the study area. AAP
total therefore approx 3,000 units.
Non-residential – Hackney Wick
AAP indicates capacity for
c.15,000sqm non-residential new
development on sites within the
study area. The Fish Island AAP
does not provide floorspace figures,
but policy FI 4.3 does require
proposals to ‘maintain or increase
employment density’. Given the
nature of existing employment
types within the study area
and those envisaged in future,
employment density would be likely
to significantly increased under the
current proposals.

Summary Assessment
The current proposals provide an
indicative total capacity for new
development (i.e. assuming that the
proposals are fully carried out) within
the study area as follows:
Residential - 3,537 units (434 of
which are family houses)
Retail / Leisure / Community 23,158m2
Employment – 105,567m2 (net
increase of 13,144m2)
Comparison to figures outlined in
2012 AAPs
Housing - Fish Island AAP indicates
capacity for 2,350 new residential
units in the Tower Hamlet part of
the study site. Hackney Wick AAP
indicates 638 new residential units on
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3.4 CONSERVATION &
HERITAGE
Introduction
High quality development at Hackney
Wick offers the opportunity to
dramatically enhance the area. It
is vital, however, that development
proposals have regard to the special
interest of the heritage assets in
the area and safeguarding their
significance. In addition to the
existing assets, the potential heritage
assets identified include an extended
conservation area, locally listed
buildings and subject to consultation
with English Heritage, statutory listed
buildings. Policies should be adopted
that seek to preserve or enhance the
character and appearance of the
conservation area and safeguard the
special interest of heritage assets.

Above: Algha Works, Smeed Road

Although the area contains a
handful of buildings that could
be regarded as being of possible
national importance and deserving,
individually, of statutory designation,
Hackney Wick’s wider interest as
an historic environment lies in the
agglomeration of the remaining
historic industrial structures and
their settings, i.e. the character and
appearance of the area taken in toto
as well as the individual assets.
Above: Lion Works detail, Wallis Road

In particular, Hackney Wick’s historic
interest lies in its history as a zone
of creative production in the late
Victorian/Edwardian period with
innovations in rubber, oil derivatives,
and goods relating to the consumer
age such as printing ink, dry cleaning,
confectionary, plastics and the like.
64

While the architectural,
archaeological and historic interest of
the grandly-scaled monuments to the
Industrial Revolution such as cotton
and woollen mills has long been
recognised, the value of smaller
scale and consumer-orientated
enclaves such as that evidenced at
Hackney Wick and Fish Island has
been overlooked; this was a place,
for instance, that saw the invention of
an early form of plastic. It is a highly
unusual survivor.
In this respect, as with Birmingham’s
Jewellery Quarter, Manchester’s
Castlefield area, or Bermondsey
in London, the area has a heritage
significance that is of national
importance. That said, it has suffered
from the severe fragmentation of
its urban fabric. But where there
are clusters of surviving industrial
structures these are collectively of
medium to high heritage significance.

This character (an area of production
rather than consumption) has
continued into the present with, in
the post-war period, the colonisation
of the remaining historic fabric by
creative industries and artists studios,
beginning with at the Britannia
Works in 1980. These uses too now
form part of the area’s established
character; as does the relationship
between the industrial structures
and the informal wooded and grassy
areas that have grown up along the
waterways. These are a soft foil to
the hard, industrial surfaces. The
waterways and infrastructure form the
area’s raison d’etre and they remain
vital to the preservation of the area’s
character and interest.

In short, the study area’s special
architectural and historic interest
is derived from its built fabric,
streets, grain, waterways and other
infrastructure and the relationship of
industry to the natural world and from
its particular tradition of creative and

industrial uses.

Without additional conservation
area and local listing designations
to extend the protection of heritage
assets, further losses could see
the area’s heritage significance
diminished. This report, therefore,
suggests a number of designations
that aim to preserve the character
and appearance of Hackney Wick;
structures where every effort should
be made to protect their special
interest. These assets and character
are vital to the area’s particular sense
of place and have great importance
in supporting the long-term
regeneration of the area. They offer
an opportunity to add considerable
value to the context of any new
development.

The purpose of such designations
should not be to sterilise
development within the area
but, instead, to help guide
future proposals so that they are
sympathetic to its established
character and appearance. Their
purpose is to encourage the creation
of high quality new buildings and the
maintenance and repair of historic
structures. New development that
respects the area’s character and
typologies is positively welcomed for
its ability to reduce the fragmented
character of the area. However,
proposals that erode or remove what
remains of its special interest should
be resisted.

Individual developments should
be conscious of the character
and appearance of Hackney Wick
and Fish Island as an entity – its
buildings, streets, waterways, natural
landscape and their relationships to
each other.
It should also be noted that for more
than a century, the area’s character

had an extensive residential element.
The reinstatement of residential as
well as productive uses is, therefore,
to be welcomed.

Heritage guidance
The following specific designations
are recommended:

Conservation Areas
The extension of the Hackney Wick
Conservation Area: This is to include
the waterway, waterfront and Main
Yard at the east end of Wallis Road.
An updated Character Appraisal and
Management Guidelines report has
been produced in tandem with this
report.

The extension of the Fish Island
Conservation Area: the enlarged
conservation area would take in
waterways and waterfronts, the area
around the Old Ford lock and the
remaining groupings of structures,
street pattern, infrastructure and
plots that contribute positively
to the historic townscape. This
includes a number of buildings in
and around White Post Lane and at
the east end of Beachy Road. An
updated Character Appraisal and
Management Guidelines report has
been produced in tandem with this
report.

Not every building or site within
these extended conservation
areas contributes positively to the
townscape but boundaries should
be drawn to encompass those
sites where redevelopment is likely
to have a significant effect on the
character or appearance of the
conservation areas or their settings.
This work should be conducted in
accordance with best practice as set
out in English Heritage guidance on
understanding historic places.
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Local Listings
The opportunity should be taken to
identify buildings of townscape merit
to be included within a local list and
which every effort will be made to
preserve. There are, perhaps, two
dozen such buildings or groups
of buildings within the study area.
These include those within LB
Hackney that are of interest but have
not yet been effectively designated. A
separate report on local listings has
been prepared for the LLDC which
measures the heritage significance of
individual assets.
A draft list should consider:
North of Railway Line:
The Lion Works, Wallis Road
(extension to existing listing)
Central Books and Rubber Works,
Wallis Road (extension to existing
listing)
Eton Mission Rowing Club, Wallis
Road
Former Carless Institute, Wallis Road
Oslo House
88 Wallis Road (corner building only)
Sewer vent pipe, Berkshire Road
Railway bridge over Lee Navigation
South of Railway Line:
Everett House, White Post Lane
Former Clarnico complex, White

Above: Everett House, White Post Lane

Above: Swan Wharf, Dace Road

Post Lane/Queens Yard /Kings Yard
(Energy centre building)

Victory Works, Eastway

92 White Post Lane
Carpenter’s Road Bridge
Lord Napier public house and
adjacent housing, White Post Lane
McGrath House (formerly Lush &
Cook), Hepscott Street (main building
plus two canalside structures)

Mission church and adjacent
industrial buildings, Crown Close

Buildings of Townscape Merit

Former Wick Lane Rubber Works
(East), Dace Road

Other buildings within the
conservation areas may not be meet
the standard to merit local listing
individually but can be identified as
buildings that contribute positively
to a conservation area. These
could comprise the following, not
exhaustive, list:

Former Wick Lane Rubber Works
(West), Dace Road

88 Wallis Road (excluding locally
listed corner building)

Swan Wharf stable block, Dace Road

80-84 Wallis Road – frontage
building

Broadwood’s piano factory (remains
plus gatehouse)
Algha Works. Smeed Road/Stour
Road

Britannia Works and offices, Dace
Road
Carlton factory chimney south of
Crown Wharf
Old Ford Lock and associated
footbridge, Lea Navigation
Bottom Lock of the Hertford Union
Canal
Northern Outfall Sewer bridge over
River Lea
Outside the study area:

Above: 88 Wallis Road

Ammonia warehouse, Iceland Street
(to the rear of The Lighthouse, Wick
Lane)

Wick Baths, Eastway

86 Wallis Road
14 Queens Yard
Stour Gallery with buildings to north
on Roach Road
Three sets of crane rails and ramps
on east side of Lea Navigation
Retaining wall to the Greenway/
Northern Outfall Sewer
Hope Chemical Works Wall
McGrath site Boundary Wall to the
Hertford Union Canal.
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Statutory Listings
A handful of the buildings identified
above as candidates for local listing
are the subject of consultations with
English Heritage as to their suitability
for statutory listing. Some of these
buildings, especially around those
around Dace Road, have unusual
‘transitional structures’ marking the
move from structural cast-iron to steel
framed architecture with additional
interest because of their group value
or their creative and historic uses.
Additional recent research into the
industry of the lower Lea Valley
provides further understanding of
their significance.

Tree Preservation Orders
There are streets within Fish Island
where many buildings have been lost
and whose character is now formed
largely by the distinctive avenues of
pollarded street trees alone. Rather
than create a contorted boundary
to a conservation area to take in
these trees, it is recommended that
a Tree Preservation Order (TPO) is
created that encompasses these
trees following consultation with
an arboriculturist on the health
and longevity of the trees. The
opportunity should also be taken to
look at the potential for additional
TPOs at Old Ford Lock (Tower
Hamlets have already declared TPOs
here).

Heritage and uses
The character of the area is informed
by the productive uses prevalent
in the area (traditional industry and
creative industries) as well as by
built-form and the landscape. Where
relevant, the aim will be to protect
existing uses that are beneficial, i.e.
a good ‘fit’ with heritage buildings,
and sustainable. Changes of use
that adversely affect the special
interest of a heritage asset should be
resisted.
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The creative and productive uses
contained within the historic fabric
are a vital aspect of this identity and
character and it is imperative that
new uses do not diminish Hackney
Wick’s authenticity by displacing
beneficial productive uses. The
replacement of a productive
character with one entirely made
up of housing or consumption use
should be resisted and the LLDC
should consider the use of Article 4
directions to help achieve this aim.

Presumption Against Demolition
There is a presumption against the
demolition or partial-demolition of
any heritage asset or of any structure
identified as contributing to the
character and appearance of a
conservation area or its setting.

Scale and heritage
Small point blocks of slender profile
may have a place on some sites in
Hackney Wick – particularly away
from waterfronts or heritage assets
but these should not exceed the
guidance set on building heights
below. All buildings, however,
should be of a scale that does not
overwhelm the established character
of the area including individual
heritage assets and their settings. In
particular, developments of such as
scale that they diminish the relative
scale of heritage assets or take a
tabula rasa approach to their setting
should not be accepted; care needs
to be taken to avoid turning heritage
assets into isolated objects.

Public realm and heritage
Form of new development and
heritage
While encouraging high quality and
innovative buildings that have regard
to existing heritage assets, there is, at
the same time, a desire to avoid overprescription about design. Pastiche
architecture is not encouraged.
Instead, new designs should respect
the scale, form, materials, setting,
inter-relationships between building
and established typologies (for
example, the scale and form of
yards and the relationship between
buildings and the canals). Care must
be taken to avoid amalgamating
plots to create massive floor plates;
incremental change with many
architects involved is preferable to
large-scale mono-cultural proposals.

The remnants of many former
buildings remain in the form of
walls, doorways and gateposts. The
incorporation of such objects into
new developments in a layered or
collaged way could be an effective
way of preserving and enhancing
the area’s particular character in a
contemporary way that is distinctively
Hackney Wick.

New developments should have
regard to the established street
pattern, the grain of the area,
typologies such as yards and canal
edges and historic plot size.

New public spaces should have
regard to the remaining historic
fabric of the area. They should
retain historic materials and
structures wherever possible and
again a layered approach to the
re-integration of Hackney Wicks
‘fragments’ is welcome.

New public spaces and buildings
around them should be aware of the
relationship between structures and
planting, be they formal avenues
of street trees or the more informal,
‘backwater’ character of area such at
that around Old Ford Lock.

Above: Former Wick Lane Rubber Works East (Proposed Local Listing), Dace Road

Above: Stour Space (Proposed Building of Townscape Merit) and gatehouse
(proposed local listing), Stour Road
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3.5 URBAN FABRIC &
PUBLIC REALM
Introduction
Future developments will bring an
inevitable shift from a place with an
almost entirely industrial and artisan
demographic to one that has a
greater proportion of residential uses.
This will have a significant impact on
the established and valued character
of Hackney Wick and Fish Island in
order ensure that what is of value is
sustained, the positive characteristics
of the urban fabric and public realm
that have been identified should be
retained and enhanced where they
exist and inform new developments.

The spatial organization and
location of new open spaces is
based on the historic grain and
existing streetscape and builds
on the observed habits of space
appropriation and the desire to
create a number of small to medium
scale open spaces to support the
principle of dispersed activity beyond
the local neighbourhood centre.

A neighbourhood park is proposed
as an extension inland of the southfacing edge along the north side of
the towpath. This linear canal side
park should include waterside habitat
planting, more formal planting and
sporting/social/playful amenity along
its length.

The renewed public realm and
open spaces should create amenity
destinations and routes for both
children and older people as well as
70

for active play, for socializing and as
the foreground to creative production
and commercial activity. Yards are
also capable of incorporating play
spaces.
The provision of amenity spaces
should take due regard of the
Mayoral guidance on play which
moves away from separate
playgrounds to the concept of multigenerational neighbourhood spaces
that make space for the child part
of a general enrichment of public
spaces.

The tree planting guidelines are
part of a wider strategy to create a
multifunctional green infrastructure.
The aim is to transform the existing
unmanaged habitat character to a
richer and more diverse landscape.
This will be delivered through
street tree planting and retaining
the more rural ecologies alongside
more structural planting, protecting
waterway habitats, greening
structures and buildings, community
gardening networks and productive
landscapes.

The material palette and streetscape
design for hard and soft landscaping
is further detailed in the Hackney
Wick and Fish Island streetscape
guidance: The Exception is the
Norm by muf architecture/art and
J&L Gibbons (2010).

Urban fabric and public realm
guidance

Existing yards and their related
historic building clusters should be
retained for creative and productive
uses. These should form part of an
urban grain that promotes moments
of concentrated activity and provide
a contrast to open space and parks.
The existing pre-war industrial
street pattern must be retained and
reinstated in the large post war plot
structure north of the Hertford Union
Canal as an irregular grid of both
north south and east west routes.
The resulting street pattern should
contain straight and gently inflected
routes to create vistas that are both
direct and withheld.

Developments must not create a
barrier to the canal edges

Where development of mixed-use
plots create an internal yard it must
be:
•

Un-gated

•

Have limited and controlled car
parking

•

Provide a through route as a right
of way

•

Have mixed uses organized
vertically and horizontally
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J&L Gibbons (2010)
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Where blocks have ground floor A3
uses, hard landscaping will provide
a forecourt. Yards with B1 & B2 uses
will have designated forecourts for
the spill out of activity and for access.

The spatial organisation and material
resolution of new public spaces
should build on the identity of the
historic fabric of the area and retain
and integrate historic materials and
structures wherever possible. The
existing granite kerbs and sets of
Hackney Wick and Fish Island bring
local distinctiveness and character
to the material palette and wherever
possible these should be retained or
reused.

Opportunities where existing
structures and boundary walls can
be incorporated within proposals to
create garden rooms with a sense
of intimacy and enclosure should
be exploited. Uses are encouraged
to spill out into the public realm and
open spaces.

Tree planting and soft landscaping
should enhance the positive planting
qualities that exist including the
formal street trees of Fish Island and
the informal, opportunistic growth
along the waterways.

A neighbourhood park (as identified
within the Fish Island AAP) should be
created along the north side of the
towpath of the Hertford Union Canal
that extends backwards from the
water’s edge. Its properties will draw
on design codes developed for the
canal park on the east side of the Lea
Navigation.

Designs should assist in the
creation of a coherent and legible
network of spaces to avoid lines
of ownership and funding sources
being articulated through a change in
materials.

Top and Middle: Urban Playgrounds,
Aldo Van Eyck
Above: Street Interrupted, Prince
Edward Road
Hackney Wick & Fish Island Design & Planning Guidance
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Above: Corner of Dace Rd and Smeed Rd

Above: White Post Lane Bridge, corner of Queens Yard
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3.6 HEIGHT & MASSING

Hackney Wick and Fish Island
requires sufficient density to allow
sustainable development that knits
the urban fabric back together while
ensuring that the historic fabric and
open spaces are respected and
street-level amenity is maintained
and enhanced. Much of the current
building stock used as studio and
employment spaces is typified by
generous floor to ceiling heights.
This provides inherent flexibility
for a range of employment as well
as residential uses. The massing
proposed for new development at
HWFI has been informed by these
successful, robust, flexible buildings.

Proposed building heights have
also been informed by the datum
set by heritage buildings and an
analysis of the relationships of the
ratio of building heights to streets,
yards, public realm and waterways
to ensure that new development
complements the existing without
overpowering or dominating the
special character of the area and
avoid generating unwelcoming
microclimates that shadow other
buildings, outdoor spaces and
waterways. In order to preserve
this character and to assist in
maintaining and improving legibility
new developments should generally
be subordinate in scale and massing
to that of the larger heritage industrial
buildings.

Tall buildings (above 6 storeys) will
not normally be appropriate in HWFI.
It is expected that new developments
will be a maximum of 4 to 6 storeys
in height with 3 storeys appropriate
in some locations where the existing
street network and plot sizes are
narrower.

There is a further opportunity to
consider a small increase in scale
adjacent to the A12, where building
mass can buffer traffic noise and
offer views across Victoria Park,
whilst still respecting the street
hierarchy and other scale factors.

Building and Block typologies
The existing built fabric of Hackney
Wick and Fish Island varies widely
and includes architectural elements
from the nineteenth century to
modern industrial developments
(primarily corrugated steel sheds
and warehouses). These latter are
not considered a dense enough
model for future developments and
are also likely to result in proposals
that do not enhance the character
or appearance of the area. The
purpose-built industrial sheds and
residential buildings are also far less
flexible than the late 19th or early
20th century fabric.

has been explored spatially to
develop six building typologies that
could be applied to Hackney Wick.
These typologies illustrate potential
horizontal and vertical separation of
uses and demonstrate a number of
permutations of how the new blocks
could be best adapted to suit a
number of spatial requirements.

These new block types have also
been informed by the historic yards
within Hackney Wick (see above
section) and are a particularly
valuable model for mixed-use
blocks. Perimeter blocks that
resolved issues of privacy and
overlooking, particularly on difficult
internal angles, are more likely to
be appropriate in solely residential
developments. Developers should
consider testing these typologies
at the early stages of the design
process.

Each building typology is shown here
in plan, section and axonometric.
Precedents are also provided
to illustrate how these can be
successfully applied.

The proposed plot areas and the
guidance on land use, building
heights, massing and connections

Hackney Wick & Fish Island Design & Planning Guidance
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Lessons from existing
workspaces in HWFI
The publications entitled Made in

HWFI : The live-work Collectives
and Creative Factories authored by
Richard Brown and commissioned by
the LLDC, identifies that the majority
of artists and creative practitioners
are located in live-work units within
existing warehouses and wharfs of
different shapes and sizes, each with
a distinct agenda and attitude. They
are “hot-beds of innovation”.

Examples include the Britannia
Works: “A dense and very well
occupied group of 20th century

Brittania Works

Old Ford Works

Lion Works
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warehouse buildings, including
a former card-board box factory.
The complex has been internally
divided into artists’ studios and
live-work spaces, it hosts some 94
studios tightly knitted together by a
series of communal corridors wand
intimate yards that are shared by
the residents. Many of the spaces in
between are used as work areas and
communal gardens.”

up of live-work and artist studios.
In 2009, around 79 studios were
mapped here. Its density and shared
yard space has made the complex
notorious for its close-knit community
of creative practitioners.”

And Old Ford Works: “A cluster of
19th century factories at the heart
of the Fish Island Conservation
Area...It is now prominently made

New developments should explore
how a similarly rich mix of ownership
can continue, even with a rise in
expectations from land owners.

These workspaces with their mix of
larger shared spaces for workshops,
social and gallery spaces and
smaller cellular accommodation are
successful and feasible within the
existing market .

Some Exemplar Typologies

1. Mixed Use
Three/four storey mews/ studios
RESIDENTIAL
A1-A3

A

Monier Road

B

B

AA SECTION

BB SECTION

A

Plan

• 3 to 4 storeys
• mixed used typology with work unit
on ends of block
• the typology also introduces
‘cuts’ within the plot facilitating
increased permeability, these ‘cuts’
are bookended with A1-A3 use
delivering a street frontage with
localized concentrations of active
frontages. They are single aspect,
with a shallow floor plate so as to not
conflict with gardens

Lliffe Yard London SE1
Artisan studios arranged around a shared linear yard. This yard is frequently used
for work and socialising. The complex rises to four storeys providing residential
accommodation above.

• mixed use typology provides an
active frontage to the street
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Residential Perimeter Block with
‘Booked’ B1 space

Mixed Use Perimeter Block

B

A

A

A

B

B

Acme studios - Galleria
Mixed-use building. High ceiling for
functional workspaces that can also be
adapted for living

B

PLAN

A
PLAN

3.1 m

AA SECTION

4.65 m

3.1 m
3.1 m
4.65 m
4.65 m
BB SECTION

AA SECTION

RESIDENTIAL
B1/B2

• 4 to 5 storeys, 1-4 bedrooms per
unit
• interlocking arrangement of 2 x
4.65m high and 3 x 3.1m high floor
to ceiling heights permits a number
of flexible configurations of use as
illustrated
• ‘bookend’ B1/ studio uses delivers
a street frontage with dispersed
concentrations of active frontages
• informed by the yard typology the
building block permits connections
through the yard space and
increases permeability throughout
HWFI
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BB SECTION

Bar and music
Shops and
venue
stalls on
ground floor
with affordable
Residential
workspaces
above

• 5 - 6 storeys, mixed use
• interlocking arrangement of 2 no.
4.65m high and 3 no. 3.1m high floor
to ceiling heights permits a number
of flexible configurations of use as
illustrated
• informed by the yard typology the
building block permits connections
through the yard space increasing
permeability throughout HWFI
- B1 use located adjacent to A12

Gillett Square, London
- Public square surrounded by mixed
uses creates an active environment
throughout the day

Two/three storey B1 Shed

)

*

Anthony Gormleys studio, London
Large industrial warehouse for flexible
indoor space that can easily be divided.
Skylights towards north allows for good
consistent daylight.

(

(

)

*

73(5

3. & 4.

T
T
((:,*;065

Cite Manifeste, Mulhouse
A cheap and effective structure that
allows maximum volume with a wide
range of possibilities to divide the space.

)):,*;065

**:,*;065

• 2 to 3 storey
• portal frame construction provides
inherent flexibility to allow future
change
• building arranged around a linear
yard providing both work and
amenity space for the occupants

• generous floor to ceiling heights
facilitate large scale production or
the addition of mezzanine levels if
required
• units can be divided horizontally

4.
Kunsthouse, NDSM Wharf, Amsterdam
Dynamo. Old warhouse taken over by
artist. Big warehouse space divided in
to studios, workshops, office space and
residential units.
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Canalside Development
The canal is not homogeneous
and, therefore, new development
must be responsive to the differing
conditions along its length including
the orientation of the water body.
In addition, there is great value in
mixing residential uses with nonresidential i.e. as cultural spaces
or A3 uses. Developments should
ensure that there are regular slipways
and routes through blocks to the
water’s edge. Uses such as the Eton
Mission Rowing Club are encouraged
as they support use of the water itself
along with other community uses. In
situations of flood risk as identified
above, habitable uses are not
possible at ground level.
Buildings which front pedestrian
routes along the towpaths should
recognize the public nature of ground
floor uses and their adjacencies.
Sites which front non-accessible
canal edges can exploit the
intimacy of ground floor uses to
water whether this as gardens (as
per the gardens which edge the
canal south of Victoria Park or
at Leabank Square) or as open
spaces associated with workplaces
and other uses including health /
community uses.
A continuous towpath route on
the western side of the River Lee
Navigation is not anticipated, given
the delivery of the canal park on the
eastern edge. New development
along canal frontage should create at
least one place where the public can
access or connect with the water.

Three/four Storey Canalside
House-on-House

A

A

PLAN

PLAN

A

A

AA SECTION

AA SECTION

• house-on-house typology

• 3 storey, 3 bedrooms

• 4 storey, 2-3 bedrooms per unit

• building arranged around a
courtyard with private gardens
backing onto the canal

• four units of a shared core fronting
the street potentially providing active
frontages
• split levels provide inherent
flexibility in structure allows future
adaptability
• split levels provide high floor to
ceilings
• potential for external terraces to
the canal and green roof terraces
fronting the street
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Three/four Storey Canalside Houses

• inherent flexibility in structure allows
future adaptability
• area adjacent to street can be used
for living, studio or garage
• potential for external terraces to
the canal and green roof terraces
fronting the street

Five Storey Canalside Residential
Blocks with and without B1/D1 use at
Ground Floor

A

Canal Building, Hackney
Community use on ground floor and
residential above
PLAN

Regents Canal Towpath
Activate towpath with A1 and A3 use on
ground floor with residential/office above

A

AA SECTION

• 5 storey, 2-3 bedrooms per unit
• generous floor to ceiling heights

Canal Building, Sheperdess Walk
Residential within workshop proportions
allows for mixed use

Den Helder, Netherlands
3 storey row houses a range of internal
configurations

• meaningful generous terraces
fronting adjacent canal
Potential for D1/B1 at ground floor
• shared lobby to upper flats, front
doors on street to ground floor flats
and maisonettes

.
Regents Canal, London
Residential gardens with moorings and workspaces facing the canal
Hackney Wick & Fish Island Design & Planning Guidance
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3.7 FLOOD RISK

Introduction
In accordance with Planning Policy
Statement 25: Development and
Flood Risk 2 (PPS25), revised
in March 2010,any proposed
development within Flood Zone 2
or 3 will normally need to pass the
Sequential and Exceptions tests. A
site specific Flood Risk Assessment
will need to be undertaken as part
of any planning application and
must clearly demonstrate the extent
to which people and property will
be exposed to flooding, including
residual risks and then demonstrate
how users of the development are to
avoid being placed in danger of flood
hazards.

The limit on ground floor residential
uses of proposed and existing
buildings within flood risk zones has
informed the land use designations
for workspace. The flood risk
areas are the opportunity sites for
the re-provision and relocation
of work/employment space. The
mix of uses this will deliver via the
vertical stacking of uses will deliver
a street frontage with dispersed
concentrations of activity.

The ground floor of the proposed
buildings should be set
approximately 300mm above the
existing ground levels. However, the
final levels for the various parts of
the development would slightly vary
depending on the vulnerability of the
proposed uses.
Infrastructure should be located
away from locations at high-risk from
flooding.
Development layouts must also
consider surface water flow
routes and manage runoff on site
sustainably with a target to achieve
greenfield runoff rates. They should:
• Include ‘at source’ SUDS control
measures to reduce existing site
runoff on accordance with London
Plan and local;
•Open up river corridors and provide
more floodplain storage;
• Incorporate of flood resistance/
resilience measure up to the flood
level;
•Application of the sequential
approach at site level to be carried
out to ensure ‘more vulnerable’ land

uses are located within Flood Zones
1 and 2;
• All residential accommodation to be
located on the first floor or above;
• Consider safe access / egress from
the site and safe refuge.

Where appropriate, new development
should enable access to the flood
defences for maintenance and
incorporate ecological improvements.

Development should also minimise
the risk of flooding by employing
flood resistant construction
techniques including:
• Concrete floor with waterproof
membrane;
• Sealed service ducts;
• Locating electrical and other plant
above the ground floor;
• High level electrical sockets; and
• Optimising security of supplies.

Left: The
River Lee
Navigation
at Swan

Flood risk guidance
Developers are directed to consider
the scenario of 1 in 100 year
fluvial/20 year tidal event including
an allowance for climate change.
In accordance with the flood
byelaws, any works within 8m of the
watercourse require land drainage
consent.
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3.8 BUILDING ON ASSETS:
RESPONDING TO CONTEXT
IN DETAILED DESIGN
Introduction
There is a robust, utilitarian aesthetic
and scale to the buildings that
contributes positively to Hackney
Wick and that, coupled with the
‘island’ nature of Hackney Wick,
results in a particular sense of place.

The remaining heritage assets
of Hackney Wick offer strong
precedents that can inform a variety
of approaches to the design of new
elevations, the resolution of detail
and their relationship to the spaces
around them.

A great variety of façade treatments
exist that are executed with a
limited palette of brick; whether
the traditional construction of
19th century buildings or as infill
panels on buildings such as Oslo
House. Generally, the bricks used
are London stocks or hard red or
blue engineering bricks. A typical
combination is stock brick walls with
blue brick plinths and detailing and
segmental arches, iron or steel lintels
and metal-framed windows that may
be framed, as with doorways, in
contrasting brick.

There are precedents for successful
elevational treatments where uniform
window dimensions, a simple
lexicon of expressed sills and lintels
result in a balance of repetition
and detail and a balance between
horizontal and vertical emphasis.
Gestural embellishment should be

avoided. There is a generous scale
to ground floor openings connecting
streets and yards, and providing for
clear articulation of entrances. Tall
windows and generous top-lit upper
floors were the pragmatic response
to naturally lit work spaces, but
also contribute to the pedestrian’s
experience of the streetscape.

There are also remnants of many
demolished buildings and yard
enclosures remaining in the form
of walls, doorways and gateposts.
These sometimes include closed-up
openings between former buildings
and the waterfront. In addition
to analysis of context, therefore,
all proposed schemes should
commence with an inventory of what
remains on site including material
remnants and traces of former uses,
adjacencies to existing buildings,
and infrastructure.

Responding To Context
Hackney Wick is an entity
that extends across individual
conservation areas and London
borough boundaries. Developers
should be looking to preserve and
enhance the character of Hackney
Wick as a whole by looking at this
wider identity and the heritage
assets within in it to inform future
development. There is a sufficient
diversity in the assets present
to allow new, complementary
development to be both innovative
and contextually sensitive. However,
the sensitivity of each individual site
also varies considerably and an
acknowledgment and response to
the immediate context of a proposal
is the starting point.

The intention of this guidance is
not to be overly prescriptive and,
as noted in the heritage section
above, pastiche is not generally
encouraged. Instead, high quality,
innovative architecture that has
regard to the historic environment
should be the norm.

All buildings that face the public
realm have a duty to contribute to the
character and qualities of the place
through both their appearance and
how they affect the workings of the
street.
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Street Frontages
In the best preserved areas of
Hackney Wick such as Dace Road
and the eastern end of White Post
Lane, there is a coherence achieved
through a strong building line at back
of pavement. This strength is also
derived from a commonality of brick
and other materials as well as detailing.
The stronger a frontage reads and the
greater the continuity with the existing
context, the more scope there is for
the rooflines and roof forms of new
developments to vary.

Hackney Wick/Fish Island

Contemporary Examples

The entrance to Queens Yard

Grote Koppel, Holland, FAT : the

seperates the six storey Clarnico

rythm of windows and doorways

Works building and it’s single storey

provides continuity

neighbour on White Post Lane

On Smeed Road, the consistent use

Timber Yard Housing, Dublin,

of brick links buildings of different

O’Donnel Twomey: Brick facades

heights to form a continuous street

hug the street to provide a strong

edge

frontage that then allows deep
modeling and cut outs
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Openings
Window to wall proportions should
balance the relationship between the
solid and transparent. Windows are at
approximately 700mm above finished
floor level and floor-to-ceiling windows
are only at balconies. This approach
allows strong legible street frontages
where decorative interest comes from
structural materials and the rhythm
of openings . There is a range of
precedents in HW/FI to draw upon for
fenestration from punched openings to
framed structures with horizontal ‘strip’
windows or large ‘infill’ windows.

Hackney Wick/Fish Island

Contemporary Examples

Swan Wharf: The interest of the

Iniva, Rivington Place, London,

facade is achieved through the

Adjaye Associates : the

repitition of the evenly spaced

deep reveals add drama to the

openings with their blue brick

asymmetrical grid of window

reveals; modest in scale but

openings which pattern the facade

generous in number.

as a whole

Oslo House: An articulated

Orsman Road, London: typical

structure frames brick infill panels

concrete frame structure with brick

and strip windows

infill and large windows for office/
industrial use onto the canal

Algha Works: Windows aligned

Studios, Whitmore Road, London,

vertically within tall brick piers

Trevor Horne Architect Windows
aligned vertically within brick facade

Clarnico Works: Windows align

Ijburg Blok 4, Amsterdam,

vertically within engineering brick

Macreanor Lavington: Windows

piers

align vertically within a brick facade
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Informality

Hackney Wick/Fish Island

Contemporary Examples

Informality is encouraged along
canal frontages and within yards and
‘mews’ type backlands in contrast
with street frontage. Variations in
eaves, building widths, massing
and materials should contribute to
the qualities of the diverse urban
canal landscape. Frontages in
these locations are encouraged to
exploit the opportunity for varied
compositions at both the individual
building scale and at the collective
scale of a canal frontage or yard
enclave.

Rubber Works (West), Dace Road:
An ensemble of buildings sit behind a

Newhall Be, Essex, Alison Brooks
Architects: Is inspired by the

high brick wall and visually permeable

local vernacular but uses crisp,

gate

contemporary detailing.

Stour Space/Broadwoods

Donnybrook Quarter, Old Ford

Gatehouse: Three distinct buildings

Road, London, Peter Barber: The

collectively make a loosely faceted

scale of and the proportion of the

corner, the central section addressing

openings echo London’s historic

the approaches from two directions

housing, but one placed informally

Lion Works, Wallis Road: Open

Peabody Avenue, Pimlico, London,

vehicular access through the building

Haworth Tompkins: The internal yard

and into the yard of the Yearning Glass

is connected to the street by a double

Co.

height opening through the buildiing

Permeability
Entrances to courtyards and yards
should be permeable to the street
visually and physically with open
access and through routes.
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Juxtaposition & Existing
Fragments

Hackney Wick/Fish Island

Contemporary Examples

The incorporation of existing
fragments into new developments
in a layered or collaged way is an
effective way of preserving and
enhancing the area’s particular
character in a contemporary way that
is distinctively Hackney Wick.
There is value in juxtaposition as long
as changes in scale and materials
are proportionate as foils to heritage
buildings, generating excitement and
confidence in the new.

Hertford Union Canal Lock
Laban Centre, Creekside, Herzog &
de Meuron: the dock edge acts as a
plinth for the light framed structure

86 Wallis Road

White Cube, Hoxton, MRJ Rundell

+ Associates

Boundary Wall to the former Hope
Chemical Works

Shoreham Street, Sheffield, Project
Orange: the extension replaces the
original roof, punching through its
high brick walls

Spegelstein building/ Cell Studios
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3.9 CASE STUDIES

The above guidance has been tested
by being applied at two locations; the
local neighbourhood centre and the
canal-side park. These should not be
read as proposals, a design brief or
masterplan elements.

of the existing planting on the
embankment can form a green edge
to the south. It is animated by double
aspect frontages at street level.
The arrangement of buildings and
orientation capitalise on their south
facing aspect

Neighbourhood Centre
The neighbourhood centre, made
possible by the new Hackney
Wick station entrance proposals,
is inspired by existing buildings,
spaces and uses that contribute
positively to the environment The
identification of conservation area
boundaries, locally listed buildings
and buildings of townscape merit
assist in establishing parameters for
the new buildings that are organized
around new routes and open spaces.

The centre aims to provide a critical
mass of mixed uses including
employment, residential, retail, leisure
and A3 uses as well as services
such as a primary health centre. The
mix should result in a dense urban
environment with a public realm that
mixes intimate and contained areas
with spaces that open out as places
to linger and that have a welcoming
microclimate.

Additional routes through, in this
example, include a new northsouth pedestrian route from White
Post Lane to Wallis Road that runs
under the embankment and opens
out into a yard space north of the
railway where an enhancement
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The routes though the area are
secure and animated (including after
dark) and the shops and A3 uses of
Felstead Street and Prince Edward
Road and Wallis Road are extended
along the Wallis Road frontages and
to the station approaches.

Two location options exist for the
introduction of community uses at
street level.

Ideally, Cell Studios at 88 Wallis
Road would be retained. The corner
building is a potential heritage asset
and the distinctive saw-tooth roof to
part of the building is increasingly
rare. Cell Studios is an important
studio provider for uses that reinforce
local identity and character. If this is
not possible then the distinctive roof
profile should be echoed in any new
building.

New building heights reference the
remaining heritage assets and do not
diminish the role of Central Books as
a local landmark. A higher building
on the south side of the embankment
reduces shadows in the new public
space whereas the new buildings

to Wallis Road remain at 4 stories.
Sun path diagrams have been used
to inform configuration and building
heights.

Wallis Yard encourages active
ground floor functions. Possible uses
include: Cafes, bars, restaurants;
employment; play spaces;
community facilities; residential at
upper levels.

The character of Main Yard would
be more focused on work and
more specifically creative industry
workspaces and galleries. Potential
uses include: Studios, galleries and
other exhibition space; employment;
creative industries workshops;
residential at upper levels.

The Neighbourhood Centre:
Indicative Massing and Land Uses

C3 - Residential
A1/A2/A3/A4/A5 - Shops/
Restaurants/Bars
B1/B2/B8 - Business/Industry
D2 - Assembly and Leisure
Local Public Space
Key New Connections
Hackney Wick Station
Wallis Yard

Main Yard
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The Hertford Union Park
A new canal side park is proposed
on the north side of the Hertford
Canal. The principles that have been
established for the new canal park
east of the Lea Navigation, namely
a widening of the existing towpath
which expands back at various points
as open spaces and which directly
engages with nearby buildings
and uses should be applied to the
hertford union park.

As principles established for the
new canal park were developed
with the Canal and Rivers Trust
and other stakeholders including
the Environment Agency and
are described in a design code
that supports individual planning
applications as they emerge.

The Hertford Union Canal park can
embrace and provide a setting for
heritage assets and to incorporate
elements of industrial archaeology
such as lengths of the walls that
remain along the towpath, with new
openings or re-opened apertures
within them a variety of different
qualities from lawn to hard standing
for games along its length and areas
of soft landscaping that draw on the
precedent of the rural, post-industrial
landscape presently seen along its
length.
The new park will form a continuous
park edge along the towpath from
Victoria Park to the Queen Elizabeth
Canal Park.
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•

The retention of the existing wall
will allow the park to have distinct
uses and character along its
length.

•

Openings make connections to
and from the tow path and frame
activities behind.

•

Ground floor uses from existing
and new buildings can open
onto the park providing informal
surveillance and related
amenities.

•

The linear organization of will
allow the new park to act as both
a route and destination.

Above: Haggerston Park. The brick walls which remain from its former
use frame the open lawns and creating colonades and entrances.

H
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Hertford Union Park:
Indicative Landscape/Public
Realm Layout
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Proposed Canal Park
Existing Wall Fragments
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3.10 SUMMARY OF
GUIDANCE
The following is a summary of the
main points of guidance set out
above:

in employment use, with residential
above; in non-flood risk areas there
may be single adjacent buildings,
each with dedicated residential or
workspace designation.

cafes to spill out and provide
activation of the public realm.

• New build residential should
include the provision of adaptable
units, high ceilings, and flexible work
yards, as a model for their own future
adaptability and robustness

• Hackney Wick Conservation Area
and Fish Island Conservation Area
are to be extended and updated and
associated Character Appraisal and
Management Guidelines produced.

• An active multifunctional local
neighbourhood centre north and
south of the railway line should be
developed around the proposed new
entrances to Hackney Wick station.
The centre should be the meeting
place at heart of the new Hackney
Wick and see a concentration of
retail, service, community and leisure
uses together with new residential
and employment opportunities
set around new routes and public
places.

• The enlarged conservation
areas would take in waterways and
waterfronts, the area around the
Old Ford Lock and the remaining
groupings of structures, street
pattern, infrastructure and plots that
contribute positively to the historic
townscape.

Heritage guidance

Access and movement guidance

• External connections between
Hackney Wick and surrounding
areas should overcome the barrier
of the A12 and provide improved
bridge connections across the Lea
Navigation. Enhanced pedestrian
and cycle access to the Greenway
and further improvements to bus
routes will be encouraged.

• Improved connections within
Hackney Wick will be supported
with a street pattern that strengthens
internal linkages, creates more direct
and safe routes for pedestrians
and cyclists and encourages
development opportunities that
enhance the public realm.

• The remodelling of Hackney Wick
station will be used as an opportunity
to integrate access to the station
with the development of a new
local neighbourhood centre and
strengthen north-south links through
the area

Land-use guidance

• Hackney Wick area will be
characterised by mixed-use
neighbourhoods that will be both
vertically and horizontally organized.

• In higher flood risk areas,
ground floors will be generally be
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• Existing buildings are best suited
to B1 creative uses. Changes of use
of heritage assets from productive to
residential uses should be resisted

• Large retail units are not
appropriate at Hackney Wick which
should have a different offering from
that of Stratford City. The possibility
of a market should be explored at the
south of Fish Island.

• An informal and modest use of
public space should continue to
be supported to ensure activation
of the public realm. Open green
and amenity spaces provide
opportunities for restaurants and

• The opportunity should be taken
to identify statutory listed buildings,
locally listed buildings and buildings
of townscape merit that contribute
positively to the character and
appearance of the area and which
every effort will be made to preserve.

• The opportunity should also be
taken to look at the potential for
additional TPOs at Old Ford Lock
and on the former residential streets
of Fish Island.

• The creative and productive uses
contained within the historic fabric
are a vital aspect of its identity
and character. Changes of use
that adversely affect the special
interest of a heritage asset should be
resisted.

• There is a presumption against
the demolition or partial-demolition
of any heritage asset or of any
structure identified as contributing to
the character and appearance of a
conservation area or its setting.

• Individual developments should
be conscious of the character
and appearance of Hackney Wick
and Fish Island as an entity – its
buildings, streets, waterways, natural
landscape and their relationships to
each other.

backwards from the water’s edge.

Detailed design and sustainability

Heights and massing guidance

• High quality, innovate architecture
that has regard to the historic
environment should be the norm.
There is value in juxtaposition as long
as changes in scale and materials
are proportionate as foils to heritage
buildings.

• Tall buildings (above 6 storeys)
will not normally be appropriate in
Hackney Wick.

• It is expected that new
developments will be a maximum
of 4 to 6 storeys with 3 storeys
appropriate in some locations

• High quality and innovative
buildings that have regard to existing
heritage assets are encouraged. New
buildings designs should respect the
scale, form, materials, setting, interrelationships between building and
established typologies.

• New block types informed by the
historic yards within Hackney Wick
are encouraged as a model for
mixed-use blocks. Perimeter blocks
that resolved issues of privacy and
overlooking are appropriate in solely
residential developments.

Urban fabric and public realm
guidance

• New development must be
responsive to the differing and
particular conditions along
waterfronts and there should be
regular routes through blocks to the
water’s edge.

• The existing pre-war industrial
street pattern must be retained and
reinstated where lost.

• Developments must not create a
barrier to the canal edges.

• Existing structures and boundary
walls should be incorporated within
proposals to create open spaces with
a sense of intimacy and enclosure

• Much of the current building stock
used as studio and employment
spaces is typified by generous floor
to ceiling heights, plentiful natural
light and with related open spaces.
These qualities are sought in new
development to sustain innovation
and creativity.

• Masonry-based materials and
especially bricks that responds to
the Hackney Wick vernacular are
encouraged

• The incorporation of existing
fragments into new developments
in a layered or collaged way can
enhance the area’s particular
character in a contemporary way that
is distinctively Hackney Wick

• All developments will be required
to adopt sustainability principles.

Flood risk
• Any proposed development
within Flood Zone 2 or 3 will need to
pass the Sequential and Exceptions
tests. The high flood risk areas
where ground floor residential is not
appropriate are opportunity sites for
the provision of new and relocated of
work/employment spaces.

• A neighbourhood park should
be created along the north side
of the HUC towpath that extends
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